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1. Background

ABOUT THE PROJECT 

CP is proposing to construct a multi-modal, multi-commodity transload and logistics 
facility adjacent to its Vancouver Intermodal Facility in Pitt Meadows to better serve 
CP’s rail customers and meet increased rail demand in Canada’s largest trade gateway. 
The expansion will be named the CP Logistics Park: Vancouver and is subject to 
regulatory approval. 

CP is undergoing a multi-year planning and 
consultation process for the proposed CP Logistics 
Park: Vancouver. If approved, CP anticipates the 
project would not be operational until sometime in 
late 2027 or 2028.

PREVIOUS ENGAGEMENT AND NEXT STEPS 

The first round of consultation about the proposed 
CP Logistics Park: Vancouver took place between 
December 2, 2020 and January 15, 2021. During 
this time, CP introduced the proposed project and 
sought feedback on valued components (VCs) of 
importance to the community. A summary report 
and a consideration memo for the first round of 
consultation are posted on the project website at 
cplogisticspark.ca. 

Throughout the spring of 2021, CP’s project team 
considered community feedback and continued to 
progress with site analysis and project development. 
CP’s environmental experts defined the scope and 
objectives of the technical studies, which were 
presented in the Round 2 Discussion Guide. This 
round of public engagement sought feedback 
on the identified study objectives and potential 
mitigation approaches related to the different topics 
of the Environmental Effects Evaluation. 

A third round of public engagement will take place 
prior to the submission of CP’s application to the 
Canadian Transportation Agency (CTA) planned for 
the end of 2021. The third round will focus on the 
results of the Environmental Effects Evaluation as 
well as proposed mitigation approaches. 

ABOUT CP

Incorporated in 1881, Canadian Pacific Railway 
was formed to physically unite Canada and 
Canadians from coast to coast. Today CP delivers rail 
transportation and transload solutions that connect 
North America and the world. By doing this safely 
and efficiently, CP creates long-term sustainable 
value for its shareholders and the broader economy. 
CP employs more than 12,000 railroaders across 
North America. Locally, CP has a long history of 
partnership with Pitt Meadows, having operated in 
the community since 1886.
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2. Engagement overview

During the second round of engagement related to the CP Logistics Park: Vancouver, 
which took place between June 1 and June 30, 2021, CP sought feedback on identified 
study objectives and potential mitigation approaches. Three virtual open houses were 
held on June 8, June 16 and June 24, 2021. Due to provincial COVID-19 restrictions 
ordered by the B.C. Provincial Health Officer, engagement activities took place online via 
an interactive video conferencing platform and other online engagement tools. 

Stakeholders and the public received notification of 
the consultation period by postcard mail drop, print 
and digital advertisements, and an invitation email. 
Engagement materials and opportunities to provide 
feedback were available on the project website at 
cplogisticspark.ca. 

CP continues to engage with Indigenous nations that 
have interests that overlap with the project area. 

CP is carefully considering the input provided during 
this second round of community consultation.
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3. Notification 

Different methods were used to provide notification to the public and stakeholder 
organizations about opportunities to participate in the CP Logistics Park: Vancouver 
Community Consultation Round 2. Notification materials directed people to the 
project website at cplogisticspark.ca, where there is more information about the 
project and opportunities to provide input.

The following methods were used to notify the public and stakeholders about Round 2:

Invitation postcard mail drop
A postcard was mailed on May 25, 2021 – 
one week in advance of the engagement 
period – to every residence and business 
in Pitt Meadows, totaling approximately 
7,000 addresses.

Print advertisements
Two print advertisements ran in the 
Maple Ridge-Pitt Meadows News weekly 
publication on May 21 and May 28, 2021. 

Digital advertisements 
Digital advertisements ran on the Maple 
Ridge-Pitt Meadows News and Tri-Cities 
News websites between May 21 and June 
30, 2021. The digital advertisements in 
the Tri-Cities News were targeted to Port 
Coquitlam, while the advertisements in 
the Maple Ridge-Pitt Meadows News 
were untargeted. 

Invitation emails
On May 27, 2021, an email inviting people 
to participate in the second round of 
consultation was sent to the project 
mailing list, which includes all who have 
registered to receive project updates 
through the project website. In addition, an 
invitation email was sent to neighbouring 
businesses and environmental, agricultural 
and recreational stakeholder groups. 

Project website
Notification materials included a link to 
the project website at cplogisticspark.ca, 
where information about the project and 
engagement opportunities was provided. 
The project website will continue to 
exist throughout the life of the proposed 
project.

Copies of the notification materials can be found in Appendix A.
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4. Participation 
The community participated in the second round of engagement for the 
CP Logistics Park: Vancouver in several different ways. 

88 total attendees at three 
virtual open houses

 – 157 written and oral questions 
and comments were made 
during the three open houses 

33 completed feedback 
forms 

7 submissions by email to 
engage@cplogisticspark.ca

8 stakeholder 
meetings 
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5. Engagement methods 

VIRTUAL OPEN HOUSES 

There were 88 attendees at three virtual open houses 
held using an interactive video conferencing platform. 
CP representatives, including Jeff Edwards (Assistant 
Vice-President Demand Management & Market 
Strategy) and Joe Van Humbeck (System Manager, 
Environmental Assessment), provided a presentation on 
the project’s proposed study scope and objectives and 
potential mitigation approaches related to the different 
topics of the Environmental Effects Evaluation. 

Dates and times for the three sessions were:

 – Tuesday, June 8, 2021 – 6-7 p.m. 

 – Wednesday, June 16, 2021 – 1-2 p.m. 

 – Thursday, June 24, 2021 – 6-7 p.m. 

Each session also included a question and comment 
period following the presentation, facilitated by Kirk 
& Co., which allowed attendees to provide both 
written and oral questions and comments. Over the 
three open houses, 135 written and 22 oral questions 
and comments were provided and each session was 
extended by about 15 minutes to answer outstanding 
questions and comments. 

ONLINE FEEDBACK FORM

There were 33 online feedback forms completed 
between June 1, 2021 and June 30, 2021. The online 
feedback form was available through a link on the 
project website at cplogisticspark.ca and was hosted 
on a civic engagement platform. The online feedback 
form asked participants for their feedback on the 
proposed study objectives and potential mitigation 
approaches related to the different topics of the 
Environmental Effects Evaluation. 

SUBMISSIONS

A total of seven submissions were received 
through the project engagement email at 
engage@cplogisticspark.ca. CP provided 
responses to all email submissions. 

PROJECT WEBSITE

The project website has existed since the beginning of 
the first round of engagement in December 2020, and 
will continue to exist throughout the life of the project. 
As part of the second round of engagement, the 
website was updated with new details and resources 
related to study objectives and mitigation and new 
opportunities to provide input. The website’s materials 
library was updated with a new discussion guide and 
feedback form.

DISCUSSION GUIDE

The discussion guide provided an overview of the 
following:

 – project components;

 – project need; 

 – project benefits;

 – previous and future engagement plans and 
requirements;

 – existing conditions;

 – study objectives;

 – potential mitigation approaches related to each 
of the topics of study in the Environmental Effects 
Evaluation; and 

 – new renderings to visualize the project from nearby 
points of reference. 

STAKEHOLDER MEETINGS 

A total of eight stakeholder meetings took place 
after the first round of consultation and leading into 
the second round of consultation, with industry 
groups, government and businesses of Pitt Meadows. 
Stakeholder meetings provided an overview of the 
project, proposed study objectives and mitigation 
approaches, specific to the interests of the stakeholder. 

A copy of the discussion guide and notes from virtual 
open houses for the second phase of engagement can 
be found in Appendix B.
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6. What we heard
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VIRTUAL OPEN HOUSES 

There were 88 attendees at three virtual open houses, where 157 written and oral questions and comments were 
shared. The following provides a summary of the number of written and oral questions and comments shared at 
each of the open houses, as well as the most frequently mentioned themes observed in the feedback.

Virtual open house 1: Tuesday, June 8, 2021 | 6-7p.m. 

 – 29 attendees

 – 67 questions and comments (61 written, 6 oral)

Themes, in order of frequency of mention

1 Questions and comments about the engagement process, related to materials or engagement activities

2 Comments about CP as a corporate neighbour, including concerns about transparency and meaningful 
consideration of input

3 Questions and comments about the Road and Rail Improvement Project and its relationship to the CP 
Logistics Park: Vancouver 

4 Questions and comments about proposed mitigation approaches, especially related to noise, air quality 
and traffic 

5 Questions about project components, including types and quantities of products, access points, methods 
of transportation

6 Comments about safety, related to fuel storage, potential fire events, and CP’s incident and safety record 
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Virtual open house 2: Wednesday, June 16, 2021 | 1-2 p.m.

 – 42 attendees

 – 67 questions and comments (59 written, 8 oral)

Themes, in order of frequency of mention 

1 Questions and comments about noise and vibration, including proposed mitigation approaches

2 Questions and comments about the project’s engagement process, regulatory process, and CP’s 
transparency and meaningful consideration of input

3 Comments expressing opposition to the project and its location in Pitt Meadows

4 Questions and concerns about fuel storage, including fuel type, activities related to its handling, and 
amount of fuel proposed for storage 

5 Concerns about the loss of agricultural land from the ALR and related food security

6 Comments about preservation of the Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR) and effects to nearby farms, including 
drainage and flooding

Virtual open house 3: Thursday, June 24, 2021 | 6-7 p.m.

 – 17 attendees 

 – 23 questions and comments (15 written, 8 oral)

Themes, in order of frequency of mention

1 Questions and comments about noise and vibration, including proposed mitigation approaches

2 Comments and questions about the project’s engagement process and regulatory process

3 Concerns about increased local vehicle and truck traffic, and resulting congestion and safety concerns

4 Concerns about effects to human health, related to poor air quality and sleep disturbances 

5 Questions and comments related to agriculture, including concerns about the loss of prime agricultural land 
and agricultural drainage and flooding

6 Questions or concerns about fuel storage, including type and amount of fuel proposed for storage
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FEEDBACK FORMS

The following represents the results of the 33 feedback forms, including the key themes observed in the open-
ended questions.

1. Rate your level of agreement with the following statements related to the purpose of the 
proposed project: (Rate each item from 1-5, where 1 = less important and 5 = very important)

2. After reading the discussion guide, how important are each of the following study areas to you? 
(Rate each item from 1-5, where 1 = less important and 5 = very important)

It is important that Canadian agricultural 
goods can access markets abroad. 

It is important that the Lower Mainland has 
reliable access to transportation fuels and 
automobiles to meet growing demand. 

Somewhat 
agree

Neither agree
nor disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Strongly
agree

Strongly
disagree

8 4  12 7 3 

3 4 13 8 6

Environment – Air quality 

Environment – Surface drainage 
and groundwater 

Environment – Vegetation 
and wetlands 

Environment – Fish and �sh habitat 

Environment – Wildlife 

Community – Noise, vibration 
and light 

Community – Agriculture 

Somewhat 
agree

Neither agree
nor disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Strongly
agree

Strongly
disagree

19 8  6 1 

18 12 3 1

19 11 3 1

17 11 6

19 5 10

14 10 8 2

27 1 5 1

10 11 11 2

23 5 6 

12 2 13 5 2

25 5 4

13 4 12 5

Cultural – Archaeological and 
heritage resources 

Community – Human health 

Community – Utilities and 
community services 

Transportation 

Safety 

Environment – Air quality 

Environment – Surface drainage 
and groundwater 

Environment – Vegetation 
and wetlands 

Environment – Fish and �sh habitat 

Environment – Wildlife 

Community – Noise, vibration 
and light 

Community – Agriculture 

Somewhat 
agree

Neither agree
nor disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Strongly
agree

Strongly
disagree

19 8  6 1 

18 12 3 1

19 11 3 1

17 11 6

19 5 10

14 10 8 2

27 1 5 1

10 11 11 2

23 5 6 

12 2 13 5 2

25 5 4

13 4 12 5

Cultural – Archaeological and 
heritage resources 

Community – Human health 

Community – Utilities and 
community services 

Transportation 

Safety 
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3. After reading pages 7-21 of the discussion guide regarding potential mitigation approaches, 
how important to you are the following in relation to the proposed project? (Rate each item 
from 1-5, where 1 = less important and 5 = very important)

Minimize air and dust emissions from 
construction activities and operation

Control erosion, prevent spills, mitigate 
potential e�ects on hydrology and 
groundwater

Minimize removal of native vegetation 
and ecological communities, restore 
and o�set habitat loss

Reduce riparian disturbance, conduct 
habitat restoration activities, complete 
o�setting measures

Limit vegetation clearing and soil stripping, 
reduce noise and light disturbance, protect 
and enhance existing habitat

Construct permanent noise walls, minimize 
noise, light, and vibration impacts through 
design and construction plans

Consider options for re-use of topsoil, 
implement stormwater management and 
spill prevention and response measures

Somewhat 
agree

Neither agree
nor disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Strongly
agree

Strongly
disagree

17 7  10 

21 8 4 1

15 11 7 1

18 7 8 1

25 5 4

16 6 9 3

25 3 6

19 8 7

23 4 6 1

12 3 12 5 2

25 3 5 1

21 6 7

Implement an archaeological and heritage 
management plan, ongoing monitoring, 
design review by quali�ed professionals

Mitigate potential impacts to air 
quality, noise, as well as accidents and 
malfunctions

Avoid or mitigate potential impacts on 
infrastructure, recreational activities, and 
utilities, develop access management plans

Implement tra�c management plans, 
optimize tra�c signals, proactively 
communicate with the community

Develop emergency response plans 
in coordination with local 
emergency providers

Environment – Air quality 

Environment – Surface drainage 
and groundwater 

Environment – Vegetation 
and wetlands 

Environment – Fish and �sh habitat 

Environment – Wildlife 

Community – Noise, vibration 
and light 

Community – Agriculture 

Somewhat 
agree

Neither agree
nor disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Strongly
agree

Strongly
disagree

19 8  6 1 

18 12 3 1

19 11 3 1

17 11 6

19 5 10

14 10 8 2

27 1 5 1

10 11 11 2

23 5 6 

12 2 13 5 2

25 5 4

13 4 12 5

Cultural – Archaeological and 
heritage resources 

Community – Human health 

Community – Utilities and 
community services 

Transportation 

Safety 
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4. Are there any additional potential mitigation approaches that you think CP should consider?

Environment – Fish and fish habitat

1. Reduce riparian disturbance

2. Conduct habitat restoration activities

3. Complete offsetting measures

4. Other:

 – Suggestions to make improvements to pump 
infrastructure, including to be fish-friendly

 – Comments expressing concern about the 
impact of the project on waterways, including 
from spills, run-off, and construction materials

Environment – Vegetation and wetlands

1. Minimize removal of native vegetation and 
ecological communities

2. Restore and offset habitat loss

3. Other: 

 – Suggestions to confirm the existence of 
endangered species within vegetation 
and ecological communities and provide 
additional protection

 – Comments expressing concern about run-
off and debris from the facility affecting flora 
and fauna

 – Comments expressing concern about the 
effects of a potential accident related to 
fuel storage on vegetation and wetlands, 
agricultural lands, waterways, and local wildlife 

Environment – Surface drainage and groundwater

1. Control erosion

2. Prevent spills

3. Mitigate potential effects on hydrology 
and groundwater

4. Other: 

 – Suggestions to improve pump 
infrastructure and conduct sustainable 
stormwater management 

 – Suggestions to implement stormwater and 
run-off containment pools 

 – Comments expressing concern about 
flooding of nearby residential and 
commercial properties

 – Suggestions to repair existing erosion 

 – Comments expressing concern about run-off 
affecting major waterways, tributaries, and soil 

Community – Agriculture

1. Consider options for re-use of topsoil

2. Implement stormwater management and spill 
prevention response

3. Other: 

 – Suggestions to make investments in the 
agricultural community to offset the loss of 
prime agricultural land 

 – Comments expressing opposition to the use 
of prime farmland for the project, jeopardizing 
food security

 – Suggestions to implement stormwater and 
run-off containment pools 
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Community – Noise, vibration and light

1. Construct permanent noise walls

2. Minimize noise, light, and vibration impacts 
through design and construction plans

3. Other: 

 – Comments expressing concern about 
increased disruption and impacts to quality of 
life as train traffic increases

 – Comments expressing frustration with existing 
noise and vibration levels

Community - Utilities and community services

1. Avoid or mitigate potential impacts on 
infrastructure, recreational activities, and utilities

2. Develop access management plans

3. Other: 

 – Suggestions to upgrade supporting 
community infrastructure and/or fix 
community infrastructure as it is worn down 
by construction and operation

 – Comments expressing concern about impacts 
to enjoyment of green space and trails

 – Comments expressing concern about 
adequate resourcing of first responders and 
emergency vehicle access across the tracks 

 – Suggestions to provide community amenities 
such as park and recreation space, active 
transportation infrastructure and utilities

Community - Human health

1. Mitigate potential impacts on air quality and noise, 
as well as accidents and malfunctions

2. Other: 

 – Comments expressing that current 
conditions related to noise, air quality, light, 
are already in need of mitigation, without 
the project in place

 – Suggestions to implement targeted lighting 
rather than flood lighting, to reduce impacts 
on residents’ sleep

 – Comments about harm to human health 
coming from emergency vehicles being 
blocked by trains 

Culture – Archeological and heritage resources

1. Implement an archaeological and heritage 
management plan

2. Ongoing monitoring

3. Design review by qualified professionals

4. Other: 

 – Suggestions to hire Indigenous monitors to be 
onsite during construction

 – Comments about CP's operations impeding on 
Pitt Meadows’ sense of heritage and character

 – Comments requesting the preservation of 
heritage buildings
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Safety

1. Develop emergency response plans in 
coordination with local emergency providers

2. Other: 

 – Comments expressing concern about a lack of 
emergency services resources 

 – Suggestions to provide funds for increased 
emergency services, especially fire response

 – Comments expressing concern about safety 
risks related to fuel and agriculture storage 

 – Comments expressing concern about 
safety risks associated with trains blocking 
emergency vehicles

Transportation

1. Implement traffic management plans

2. Optimize traffic signals

3. Proactively communicate with the community

4. Other: 

 – Suggestions to implement a warning 
system to provide notice of when trains will 
block crossings 

 – Comments expressing that CP’s existing 
operations affect quality of life in Pitt 
Meadows, especially related to trains 
blocking crossings

 – Suggestions to fund local transportation 
and active transportation infrastructure 
improvements to offset the impacts of 
the project 

 – Comments expressing concern about 
increased local vehicle traffic as a result of 
increased truck and train traffic

Consistent themes observed across the 
‘Other’ suggestions and comments for each 
topic included:

 – General opposition to the project and 
its location

 – Comments expressing concern about CP’s 
transparency and meaningful consideration 
of input

 – Comments insisting on the prevention of 
impacts, rather than mitigation of impacts

 – Suggestions to conduct consistent and 
transparent monitoring and reporting of the 
conditions related to each topic
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5. Do you have any additional comments? [17 total responses]

Key themes Mentions

Comments expressing opposition to the project and its location in Pitt Meadows 8

Comments about CP as a corporate neighbour including comments about transparency and 
meaningful consideration of input

7

Comments about current noise levels and concerns about increased noise levels as a result of 
the project, including suggested mitigation approaches

4

Concerns about increased train traffic, including comments about increased wait times for 
vehicles at crossings

3

Comments about the project adversely affecting quality of life for residents of Pitt Meadows 3

Concerns about the loss of agricultural land from the ALR, and related food security 2

Comments about the preservation of the natural environment and suggested environmental 
alternatives to proposed operations

2

Comments about increased local vehicle and truck traffic, and resulting congestion and 
safety concerns

2

Comments about the Road and Rail Improvement Project and its relationship to the CP 
Logistics Park: Vancouver

1

Comments about existing effects of CP operations on air quality and concern about increased 
effects to air quality as a result of the project 

1

Comments about existing vibration and concern about increased vibration as a result of the 
project, including suggested mitigation

1

Questions and comments about CP’s compliance with regulations related to health, safety, 
and disturbances

1

Comments about safety in general and the danger the project poses 1

Comments about the capacity of local transportation infrastructure to handle the project, and 
proposed changes to intersections and infrastructure

1

Comments about the engagement process, related to materials or engagement activities 1

Comment about fuel storage, including suggested protocol for handling 1
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6. I live in…

Pitt Meadows 

Port Moody

Coquitlam 

Port Coquitlam 

Maple Ridge

Surrey 

Burnaby 

31 

3

Other – rest of British Columbia

Other – Metro Vancouver 

Mission

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

7. How would you like to be engaged on this project for future rounds of consultation?

Email 

In-person Open house (COVID-19 
dependent) 

Virtual Open House 

Website Form 21 8 4 1

15 11 7 1

18 7 8 1

26

3

3

2
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SUBMISSIONS

A total of seven submissions were received by email to engage@cplogisticspark.ca. The following captures the 
most frequently mentioned key themes expressed in the submissions. 

Themes, in order of frequency of mention Mentions

Comments expressing opposition to the project and its location in Pitt Meadows 3

Comments about existing noise levels and concerns about increased noise levels as a result of 
the project, including suggested mitigation approaches

3

Questions and comments about the engagement process, related to materials or 
engagement activities

3

Questions about project design and details of proposed components 3

Questions and comments about existing vibration, concerns about increased vibration as a 
result of the project, and resulting disturbance and property damage

2

Comments about existing effects of CP operations on air quality and concern about increased 
effects to air quality as a result of the project

2

Concerns about the loss of agricultural land from the ALR, and related food security 2

Comments about the project’s potential effects on local farms, including concerns about the 
integrity of crops and livestock

2

Concerns about effects of the project on local and agricultural drainage and flooding, including 
suggested mitigation approaches

2

Concerns about fire event or incident as a result of fuel or agricultural storage 2

Questions and comments about the project’s tax rate and CP’s contributions to Pitt Meadows 
to compensate for the burden of the project on the community 

2

Comments about the project adversely affecting quality of life for residents of Pitt Meadows 2

Concern about effects to wildlife and wildlife habitat 2
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7. Next steps and 
ongoing engagement

CP anticipates a multi-year planning and consultation process for the proposed CP 
Logistics Park: Vancouver. There is one more round of engagement planned for later in 
2021, prior to our application to the Canadian Transportation Agency (CTA). If approved, 
CP anticipates the project would not be operational until sometime in late 2027 or 2028.

Late 2020

Public 
Engagement 
Round 1

Public and Indigenous Consultation

CP Timeline

2021

Pre-Design and Consideration 
of Public Input

CTA Decision Early 2023

CP Final Investment 
Decision*

* subject to CTA application approval 

2024

Detailed 
Design

2026

Construction

Late 2021

CTA Application Filing 

June 2021

Public Engagement Round 2

CONSIDERATION OF INPUT

CP will carefully consider the input you provide during the community consultation process.

REGULATORY PROCESS 

CP’s application to the CTA, an independent federal agency, will be reviewed in stages. To learn more about the 
regulatory process for the CP Logistics Park: Vancouver, please visit the CTA’s Guide For Federally Regulated 
Railway Companies.

* the CTAs public comment period is a minimum of 30 business days

2020

Preparation

Late 2021

Application Completeness Review

Pre-Application CTA Application 
Review

Public Comment**

CTA Deliberation

CTA Decision 2026

Construction

Regulatory Timeline

Monitoring and Compliance with Conditions

Thank you for participating in this round of engagement. We encourage you to continue to learn more about the 
project as additional information becomes available and participate in the next round of public engagement by 
visiting the project website at cplogisticspark.ca.
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Postcard

cplogisticspark.ca

CP wants to  
hear from you

DRAFT MAY 14, 2021

CP Logistics Park: Vancouver  
Community Consultation 
Round 2

June 1 – June 30, 2021

During this second round of consultation, 
CP will provide information about and seek 
feedback on the ongoing technical and 
environmental studies for the proposed 
project, including early consideration of 
potential mitigation measures. 

cplogisticspark.ca

From June 1 to June 30, 2021, we are seeking your input on the proposed 
CP Logistics Park: Vancouver. Learn more and participate by visiting the 
project website at cplogisticspark.ca to:

• Read the consultation discussion guide 

• Submit an online feedback form

• Sign-up for a virtual open house

 – Tuesday, June 8, 2021 6 p.m. – 7 p.m.

 – Wednesday, June 16, 2021 1 p.m. – 2 p.m.

 – Thursday, June 24, 2021 6 p.m. – 7 p.m. 

CP will carefully consider the input you provide during 
the community consultation process as it develops an 
application to the Canadian Transportation Agency.



Print ads 

cplogisticspark.ca

CP wants to  
hear from you

From June 1 to June 30, 2021, we are 
seeking your input on the proposed 
CP Logistics Park: Vancouver. 

Learn more and participate by visiting the project 
website at cplogisticspark.ca to:

• Read the consultation discussion guide 

• Submit an online feedback form

• Sign-up for a virtual open house

 – Tuesday, June 8, 2021 6 p.m. – 7 p.m.

 – Wednesday, June 16, 2021 1 p.m. – 2 p.m.

 – Thursday, June 24, 2021 6 p.m. – 7 p.m. 

CP will carefully consider the input you provide during 
the community consultation process as it develops an 
application to the Canadian Transportation Agency.
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• Read the consultation discussion guide 

• Submit an online feedback form
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 – Tuesday, June 8, 2021 6 p.m. – 7 p.m.

 – Wednesday, June 16, 2021 1 p.m. – 2 p.m.

 – Thursday, June 24, 2021 6 p.m. – 7 p.m. 

CP will carefully consider the input you 
provide during the community consultation 
process as it develops an application to the 
Canadian Transportation Agency.
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CP Logistics Park: Vancouver 
Community Consultation — Round 2 
Discussion Guide
June 1, 2021 – June 30, 2021

Provide your feedback from June 1, 2021 to June 30, 2021



CP wants to hear from you
From June 1, 2021 to June 30, 2021, we are seeking your input on the 
proposed CP Logistics Park: Vancouver. Information about the planned 
technical and environmental studies and the proposed facility design is 
included in this discussion guide. This is the second round of consultation 
about the proposed project.

Visit the project website at cplogisticspark.ca to:

• Learn more about the proposed project

• Submit an online feedback form

• Sign up for a virtual open house

 – Tuesday, June 8, 2021 6 p.m. – 7 p.m.

 – Wednesday, June 16, 2021 1 p.m. – 2 p.m.

 – Thursday, June 24, 2021 6 p.m. – 7 p.m.

CP will carefully consider the input you provide during the community consultation 
process.

https://vancouverlogisticspark.ca/
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Previous engagement and 
next steps
The first round of public engagement about the proposed CP Logistics Park: Vancouver took place between 
December 2, 2020 and January 15, 2021. During this time, CP introduced the proposed project and sought 
feedback on valued components (VCs) of importance to the community. A summary report and a consideration 
memo for the first round of consultation are posted on the project website at cplogisticspark.ca. 

During the first round of consultation, community members expressed interest or concerns in the following areas:

• Environment: air quality, wildlife protection, water management

• Community: amenities, light, noise, vibration, visual impacts, agriculture

• Safety

• Traffic: truck and rail traffic

Throughout the spring of 2021, CP’s project team considered community feedback and continued to progress with 
site analysis and project development. CP’s environmental experts have defined the scope and objectives of the 
technical studies, which can be found on pages 7–21 of this discussion guide. 

This round of public engagement seeks feedback on the identified study objectives and potential mitigation 
approaches. A third round of public engagement will take place prior to the submission of CP’s application to the 
Canadian Transportation Agency (CTA), and will focus on the results of the Environmental Effects Evaluation (EEE) 
as well as proposed mitigation approaches. 
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Artist’s rendering looking southeast from Kennedy Rd. (subject to change)

What is the CP Logistics Park: 
Vancouver?
CP is proposing to construct a multi-modal, multi-commodity transload and 
logistics facility adjacent to its Vancouver Intermodal Facility in Pitt Meadows, 
B.C., to better service CP’s rail customers and meet increased rail demand in 
Canada’s largest trade gateway. The expansion will be named the CP Logistics 
Park: Vancouver and is subject to regulatory approval. 
With CP’s existing facilities nearing capacity, this 
proposed project would create a critical piece of rail 
infrastructure to keep Canadian goods moving, create 
and sustain jobs and build confidence in Canada as a 
strong and sustainable global trading partner. A modern 
facility will also be better equipped to address the needs 
of nearby communities.

The proposed project is located on 41 hectares of CP-
owned land on the south side of CP’s existing Vancouver 
Intermodal Facility, east of Kennedy Road, and is directly 
accessible to a major highway. An important feature 
of the proposed facility is its proximity to the Metro 
Vancouver market. It is also within 40 kilometres of 
the Port of Vancouver, which minimizes the distance 
that goods are required to travel by train or truck once 
containerized. Reducing the distance rail cars need to 

travel is more efficient, requires less fuel to transport, 
reduces greenhouse gas emissions and reduces the 
impact on communities along the rail corridor.

Did you know? 
As a federally regulated railway, CP is subject 
to “common carrier” obligations as defined in 
sections 113 to 115 of the Canada Transportation 
Act. Under its common carrier obligations, CP 
is required to meet the transportation needs of 
all rail shippers, including those operating in the 
agricultural, automotive and transportation fuel 
sectors.
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Project components and 
requirements
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All mapped features are approximate and are subject to change.  
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During the first round of consultation, CP shared a basic project map with the major components of the project 
identified at a high level. Below, more details are provided about the detailed elements of the three main project 
components. The proposed project has the following major rail and transload components: 

1. Agricultural hub where Canadian agricultural 
products will be received by rail and transloaded 
to shipping containers for distribution in custom 
allotments around the world. This hub will consist 
of:

• A loop track to facilitate the unloading of 
8500-foot-long grain unit trains

• An enclosed railcar unloading building to allow 
the emptying of railcars 

• Approximately 30 grain silos (1250 tonne) to 
allow the efficient handling of the product

• A container loading building to permit the 
loading of shipping containers while they 
remain on truck chassis

2. Auto lot to receive North American-made 
automobiles destined for local distributors and 
specifically designed to accommodate electric 
vehicles. This hub will consist of:

• Rail unloading tracks where the vehicles will be 
driven off of the autocarriers

• Truck loading lanes where vehicles are lined up 
and driven on to local delivery trucks

• Approximately 2000 vehicle staging stalls
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3. Liquids transload and rail facility for transportation 
fuels (including ethanol) and other liquid 
commodities to serve demand in Metro Vancouver. 
This hub will consist of:

• Two fixed infrastructure unloading pods

 – Each pod will have a dual sided unloading 
rack, twelve 3000-barrel temporary 
buffering tanks, a truck loading area 
capable of loading three trucks at a time.

• Two direct railcar-to-truck loading lanes

4. Railway support infrastructure consisting of:

• Arrival / departure trackage extending east of 
the facility within CP’s existing right of way

• Railcar sorting and staging tracks

5. Other supporting infrastructure consisting of:

• Office buildings and utility services

• Security and lighting infrastructure

• Stormwater management infrastructure

• Internal road network and employee parking 
areas

CP purchased this site a number of years ago because 
it is close to our existing facilities and it fits other 
important technical requirements, including: 

• West of the District of Mission;

• A minimum of 40 hectares with a minimum length 
of 1,250 metres;

• Parallel and adjacent to CP’s existing mainline; and

• Flat topography (Slope ≤ 0.5 %).
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The need for the project 
Growth in 
Canadian trade

Growth in Canadian trade is driving the 
need for transportation infrastructure, 
including the proposed project. For 
example, CP is seeing continuous 
increased demand for the shipping of 
agriculture products, as demonstrated 
by consecutive record-breaking crop 
shipping years. 

Legislative mandate

Canada’s west coast ports are growing to 
handle rising demand, and the proposed 
CP Logistics Park: Vancouver will help 
maintain a strong supply chain. CP has 
a legislated mandate to move the goods 
and products offered to them, and 
providing this critical service is a core 
value to CP.

Population Growth 

Metro Vancouver’s population is 
projected to grow by one million 
residents over the next 30 years. More 
infrastructure capacity is needed to 
continue supplying the regional market 
with goods and generating high-quality 
employment opportunities. Moving 
more goods by rail and removing trucks 
from local roads will also help alleviate 
congestion and reduce emissions. This 
project will increase efficiencies across 
the trade network and enable CP to 
meet the future needs of shippers.

Agriculture, Agri-Food and Seafood 
Exports, 2005–2025 ($ billions)
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Project benefits 

This proposed project would create critical infrastructure to keep Canadian goods moving, create and sustain jobs 
and build confidence in Canada as a strong and sustainable global trading partner. 

The proposed project will result in a variety of economic, environmental and community benefits, including: 

Economic  
benefits

• Increasing market access for inbound and outbound 
shipments; 

• Helping Canadian farmers access markets in Asia, 
including for specialty products; 

• Creating quality direct and indirect jobs in 
transportation, agriculture and other industries; 

• Adding capacity to support Canadian and provincial 
trade goals; 

• Strengthening Canada’s economic competitiveness 
by improving the efficiency of railways; and 

• Contributing to economic growth following the 
COVID-19 downturn. 

Environmental  
benefits

• Cutting emissions by reducing the number of empty 
containers being shipped to Asia and increasing 
supply chain efficiency; 

• Reducing greenhouse gas emissions by shifting 
goods movement from truck to rail, reducing the 
number of truck movements on regional highways; 
and

• Adding a modernized auto lot that includes electric 
vehicle charging stations to help suppliers meet 
anticipated growth in demand for electric vehicles 
in British Columbia. 

Community  
benefits

• Providing approximately 150–250 direct jobs as well 
as contracting opportunities for local residents and 
businesses; 

• Creating hundreds of jobs during construction and 
supporting indirect employment throughout the 
community; and 

• Contributing $4.1 million annually towards local 
and provincial taxes once the proposed project is 
complete, combined with existing taxes.
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Environmental Effects Evaluation
What is the Environmental Effects Evaluation?
The Environmental Effects Evaluation (EEE) is being undertaken to consider potential changes to the natural 
environment and the impact of these changes on the local community, interested Indigenous communities and on 
the local health, social and economic conditions. 

The EEE is a requirement of the Canadian Transportation Agency (CTA) approval process and will assist CP in 
identifying potential effects of the project and mitigation approaches. The scope of the issues considered in the 
EEE includes biophysical, socio-economics, heritage-cultural, and human health interests, referred to as valued 
components (VCs). 

What are valued components (VCs)?
Valued components are components of the natural and human environment that are considered by the 
proponent (CP), the public, Indigenous communities, technical specialists and government agencies to have 
scientific, ecological, economic, social, cultural, archaeological, historical or other importance. 

Evaluation Areas
The evaluation of environmental effects in the EEE is supported by VC-specific local and regional evaluation areas. 
Evaluation areas are spatial areas over which effects on a specific VC may occur and include effects that may 
extend beyond the project footprint. 

As an example, the Local Evaluation Area (LEA) and Regional Evaluation Areas (REA) for the socio-economic VC are 
shown in the map below. LEAs and REAs for other VCs are described in the Terms of Reference. 
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What is the Project Area?
The Project Area encompasses the area that will be 
occupied by the project components and activities.

What is Local Evaluation Area?
The Local Evaluation Area (LEA) is defined as the area 
where there may be measurable changes to the natural 
and human environment resulting from the proposed 
project and proposed activities. LEAs are VC specific and 
include the area where there is a reasonable potential 
for the project-related activities to interact with and 
potentially affect the VC. 

What is Regional Evaluation Area?
The Regional Evaluation Area (REA) includes areas 
where there could be interactions between project-
related residual effects (i.e., effects not completely 
eliminated by mitigation approaches) and residual 
effects from other regional projects and activities. The 
establishment of the REA supports the assessment of 
potential cumulative effects of the project. 
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Environmental Effects Evaluation 
Continued
What is the status of the Environmental Effects Evaluation?
The EEE is still under development and the results will be available in next round of community consultation. CP is 
currently in Phase 2 (Scoping) of the Project Assessment and Review Process. In this phase, engagement is being 
undertaken to gain a detailed understanding of key issues and interests raised by the public so that the issues can 
be meaningfully considered in the EEE.

The following sections of the discussion guide outline the various subjects addressed in the ongoing EEE. For each 
section, the discussion guide shares information regarding the existing conditions in the area, EEE study objectives 
and potential mitigation approaches being considered by CP.

Topics from the EEE addressed in the following pages include:

Environment (pages 9–13)

• Air quality

• Wildlife

• Fish and fish habitat

• Vegetation and wetlands

• Surface drainage and groundwater 

Community (Pages 14–17)

• Agriculture

• Noise, vibration and light 

• Utilities and community services 

• Human health 

Culture (Pages 18–19)

• Archaeological and heritage resources

• Current use of lands and resources for 
traditional purposes

Safety (Page 20)

Transportation (Page 21)

Artist’s rendering looking east from Trans Canada Trail (subject to change)
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Environment – Air quality

Round 1 – What we heard: 
• Concerns about:

 – effects to local air quality and human health

 – an increase in greenhouse gas emissions

 – dust from preloading and construction

Air quality is integral to the health and wellbeing of 
people living in the local and regional airshed, and 
also plays an important role in economic activities 
such as agriculture, recreation and tourism. The EEE is 
undertaken to understand what project activities have 
the potential to interact with air quality during site 
preparation, construction and operation. The air quality 
effects evaluation results will be used to support other 
evaluations including agriculture and human health.

Existing conditions:
• Air quality in the Metro Vancouver region has 

improved over the past decade and remained below 
the relevant air quality criteria in 2019; and

• Key contaminants of concern in the Pitt Meadows 
area are particulate matter and nitrogen dioxide 
which are projected to rise even without the 
proposed project. 

Study objectives:
The key objectives are to determine the potential effects 
of the proposed project on local and regional air quality, 
including:

• Describing project-related sources of air emissions 
(i.e., particulate matter, nitrogen dioxide, 
sulphur dioxide, volatile organic compounds 
and greenhouse gases) that may be generated 
as a result of construction and operation of the 
proposed project; and 

• Evaluating potential changes in air quality (i.e., 
ambient concentrations of air contaminants) as a 
result of project-related air emissions. 

Potential mitigation approaches:
Pending completion of the EEE, approaches to mitigate 
potential effects on air quality that may be applied 
include:

• Implement construction management protocols to 
minimize emissions from construction equipment 
and fugitive dust emissions from construction 
activities; and

• Implement dust collection systems at the 
agricultural products site and vapour recovery units 
at the liquids transload site during operation.
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Environment – Wildlife 

Round 1 – What we heard: 
• Concerns that the facility might lead to effects on wildlife, including loss of habitat

Wildlife and wildlife habitat is of interest to local and 
regional communities including Indigenous communities 
as they support cultural practices as well as recreational 
and conservation activities. Project activities have the 
potential to interact with wildlife and their habitat 
during pre-construction, construction and operation of 
the proposed project. 

Existing conditions:
Pitt Meadows has an abundance of wildlife habitat 
including watercourses, grassland and treed areas. 
These areas provide a range of habitat values (i.e., 
breeding, foraging, nesting) for a variety of wildlife 
types including birds, small mammals and amphibians. 
The Project Area is known to support valuable wildlife 
species including bats, great blue herons, barn 
swallows, common nighthawks, beavers and black-
tailed deer. 

Study objectives:
The key objectives are to determine the potential effects 
of the proposed project on wildlife and wildlife habitat 
through:

• Confirming the presence of specific wildlife species 
and wildlife habitat in the Project Area;

• Identifying direct effects (i.e., mortality risk and 
reductions in area of specific habitat types) on 
wildlife and wildlife habitat as a result of footprint 
effects of the proposed project; and 

• Identifying potential indirect effects on wildlife such 
as increased sensory disturbance and changes in 
habitat quality as a result of project-related noise 
and light.

Potential mitigation approaches:
Pending completion of the EEE, approaches to mitigate 
potential effects on the wildlife and wildlife habitat may 
include:

• Limiting vegetation clearing and soil stripping to the 
minimum required;

• Performing clearing or stripping activities outside of 
the wildlife breeding windows; 

• Reducing noise and light disturbance on habitat 
during construction;

• Re-establishing vegetative cover in disturbed areas 
following construction; and

• Implementing habitat offsetting including habitat 
creation or restoration and establishing nesting 
structures.
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Environment – Fish and fish 
habitat

Round 1 – What we heard: 
• Concerns about how the facility might affect waterways including Fraser River, Pitt River, Katzie Slough and 

Cook Slough 

• Comments about preservation of the natural environment, including concern about potential habitat loss

Watercourses in the project area, including those that 
support fish and fish habitat such as Katzie Slough, 
are valued by residents of Pitt Meadows, Maple Ridge 
and Indigenous communities. Project activities have the 
potential to interact with, and adversely effect, fish and 
fish habitat during both construction and operation.

Existing conditions:
Katzie Slough flows adjacent to agricultural and 
residential areas of Pitt Meadows and Maple Ridge and 
connects waterways and ditches between the Fraser 
River, Pitt River and the Alouette River. Riparian areas 
of Katzie Slough in the vicinity of the Project Area 
are directly adjacent to agricultural and residential 
development. While Katzie Slough does support 
aquatic life including fish, flood control structures 
limit access for fish and development on adjacent land 
adversely influences water quality. Baseline field surveys 
undertaken in support of the EEE indicate that the 
majority of fish within the Project Area are non-native, 
invasive species. 

Study objectives:
The key objectives are to determine the potential effects 
of the proposed project on fish and fish habitat values 
through:

• Confirming the presence and absence of native fish 
species and the quality of fish habitat in the Project 
Area; 

• Determining the extent and nature of effects on 
fish habitat as a result of project construction and 
operation; and

• Identifying opportunities for minimizing potential 
effects to fish habitat during the design of the 
project, including drainage-related infrastructure.

Potential mitigation approaches:
Pending completion of the EEE, approaches to mitigate 
potential effects on the fish and fish habitat VC that 
may be applied include:

• Reducing riparian disturbance and maintaining 
riparian setbacks;

• Implementing erosion and sedimentation control 
mitigation approaches during construction and 
operation;

• Conducting habitat restoration activities as part of 
project construction; and 

• Completing habitat offsetting for areas of 
unavoidable footprint effects on habitat.
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Environment – Vegetation and 
wetlands 

Round 1 – What we heard: 
• Concern related to wetlands and interconnected waterways 

• Comments about the preservation of the natural environment, including effects on vegetation

Wetlands and interconnected waterways are valued 
by the community and Indigenous communities, and 
are also important to the maintenance of vegetated 
areas within the Project Area. Project activities have 
the potential to interact with vegetation and wetlands, 
including ecosystems and species of management 
concern, during construction and operation. 

Existing conditions:
The Project Area is primarily comprised of land under 
agricultural production. Outside of agricultural 
lands, vegetation largely consists of non-native and 
invasive species including Himalayan blackberry and 
reed canarygrass. Some individual or small clumps of 
deciduous trees, including cottonwood and red alder, 
are present along the existing rail right of way and 
north of Katzie Slough. 

Study objectives:
The key objectives are to determine the potential effects 
of the proposed project on vegetation and wetland 
values through:

• Confirming the presence and location of specific 
vegetation species and wetlands with a focus on 
species of management concern including: at-risk 
species listed under federal legislation, invasive 
plants and plants of Indigenous interest; and

• Identifying direct effects on vegetation and wetland 
values as a result of footprint effects of the 
proposed project.

Potential mitigation approaches:
Pending completion of the EEE, approaches to mitigate 
potential effects on the vegetation and wetland VC that 
may be applied include:

• Minimizing removal and edge effects to native 
vegetation and ecological communities and 
retaining riparian vegetation; 

• Proper handling of noxious weeds and revegetation 
of temporarily disturbed areas; and

• Restoring and offsetting habitat loss as part of 
offsetting approaches focused on addressing effects 
on fish and fish habitat and wildlife and wildlife 
habitat. 
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Environment – Surface drainage 
and groundwater

Round 1 – What we heard: 
• Concerns about: 

 – construction pollutions/sediments entering the surface drainage system, and potential effects on 
ecosystem;

 – ditches being blocked and the risk of flooding in adjacent agricultural lands;

 – high runoff flow from the developed lands and the risk of flow into adjacent agricultural lands.

Surface and ground water quality, and efficient surface 
water drainage in lowlands and floodplains such as 
Katzie Watershed, are important features for ecosystems 
and agricultural activities adjacent to the Project Area. 
Project activities have the potential to alter surface and 
groundwater water quality in the event that harmful 
substances enter the surface water or groundwater. 
Also, there is potential for construction and operation 
activities to directly and indirectly influence the quantity 
of water and drainage capacity within waterways in, 
and adjacent to, the Project Area. 

Existing conditions:
Land use in the Project Area is primarily agricultural and 
is supported by drainage infrastructure including tillage 
lines and nearby ditches and channels including Katzie 
Slough and Cook Slough. Hydrogeological conditions 
in the areas are defined by the low permeability of soils 
(leading to run off to adjacent drainage features) as well 
as a sand aquifer that supports existing water wells and 
is likely hydraulically connected to Pitt River. 

Study objectives: 
The key objectives are to determine the potential effects 
of the proposed project on hydrology and groundwater 
values through:

• Confirming existing hydrology and groundwater 
conditions within the Project Area, including 
describing how the existing drainage system 
operates; 

• Describing how hydrology and groundwater 
conditions, including water quality, might be 
impacted by construction and operation; 

• Modelling potential changes in hydrology that 
may result in effects on drainage conditions and 
agricultural operations within and adjacent to the 
Project Area; and

• Identifying potential opportunities for drainage 
enhancements that could be integrated into the 
proposed project design. 

Potential mitigation approaches:
Pending completion of the EEE, approaches to 
mitigate potential effects on hydrology, drainage and 
groundwater values that may be applied include:

• Implementing erosion and sediment control and 
spill prevention and response approaches during 
construction to mitigate surface runoff and 
contaminant pathways to protect water quality; and

• Integration of infrastructure into the proposed 
project design to mitigate potential effects on 
hydrology and groundwater during operations 
including: stormwater retention ponds, ditches/
culverts to control rate of release and discharge 
and the use of oil/water separators to protect water 
quality in adjacent water courses and drainage 
features.
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Community – Agriculture

Round 1 – What we heard: 
• Concerns about loss of agricultural land from the Agricultural Land Reserve, and potential effects on local 

farms

• Questions about drainage, potential flooding, nearby watercourses and other factors that have the potential 
to influence agricultural operations

• Balancing the importance of rail to get agricultural products to market with the importance of preserving 
farmland

Agriculture has economic and biophysical importance to 
Pitt Meadows and the broader Metro Vancouver region. 
Pitt Meadows is an important contributor to food 
security in the Lower Mainland, and is recognized for its 
favourable climate and soil. The EEE is being undertaken 
to understand what project activities have the potential 
to interact with agricultural use during construction and 
operational phases. 

Existing conditions:
The Project Area is primarily agricultural, used for 
blueberry and forage production. The agricultural 
capability of lands in the proposed project footprint is 
influenced by soil moisture and drainage conditions. 
Lands within the proposed project footprint are 
primarily Class 2 (minor limitations to production) and 
3 (moderate limitations to production), with a small 
area that is Class 4 (limitations that require special 
management or can support a restricted range of 
crops).

Study objectives:
The key objectives are to determine the potential effects 
of the proposed project on biophysical values and 
infrastructure that support agriculture including: 

• Agricultural drainage and irrigation systems, both in 
terms of quantity and quality;

• Soil quality and quantity available for farming; and

• The transportation of agricultural goods and 
services. 

Potential mitigation approaches:
Pending completion of the EEE, approaches to mitigate 
or offset potential effects on agriculture that may be 
applied include:

• Considering options for re-use of topsoil;

• Stormwater management approaches to protect 
local drainage and irrigation capability; and

• Spill prevention and response approaches to avoid 
water or soil contamination. 

Artist’s rendering from the corner of McTavish Rd. and Green Rd. looking northwest (subject to change)
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Community – Noise, vibration and 
light

Round 1 – What we heard: 
• Concerns about:

 – light spill from the facility onto nearby properties, and any human health implications

 – the introduction of infrastructure into the existing view scape

 – noise from CP’s existing operations, and whether the proposed project would lead to an increase 

 – vibration at nearby properties from existing operations, and whether the proposed project would lead 
to an increase

Minimizing potential noise, vibration and light is a 
priority in order to limit potential disturbance effects 
on adjacent communities and residents. The EEE is 
being undertaken to understand what project activities 
have the potential to cause noise, vibration and light 
during site preparation, construction and operation and 
determine how avoid or minimize disturbance effects.

Existing conditions:
Existing conditions in the Project Area reflect the 
current land use and are influenced by the existing 
rail operations, adjacency to regional transportation 
networks and existing agricultural activities. Noise levels 
in the local community vary by location depending on 
directly adjacent land uses. Vibration levels near the 
Project Area are below levels that would be detectable, 
while existing light conditions are strongly influenced by 
operations at the existing railyard, industrial lands to the 
west (across Pitt River) and residential communities to 
the east. 

Study objectives: 
The key objectives are to determine the potential effects 
of the proposed project on conditions in adjacent areas, 
and identify opportunities to mitigate such effects 
through:

• Confirming existing noise, vibration and light 
conditions adjacent to the Project Area; 

• Estimating daytime and nighttime noise levels 
at sensitive receptors during construction and 
operational phases and comparing estimates to 
existing levels and applicable criteria;

• Estimating vibration levels at sensitive receptors 
to identify risk of disturbance impacts on nearby 
infrastructure; and 

• Identifying areas of potential light spill and sky 
glow in comparison to recommended values, with 
consideration for light design to minimize effects.

Potential mitigation approaches:

Artist’s rendering of noise wall (looking northwest) from 
corner of Advent Rd. and 188th St, which extends to the 
east (subject to change). 

Pending completion of the EEE, approaches to mitigate 
potential effects associated with noise, light and 
vibration, that may be applied include:

• Constructing permanent noise walls at locations 
where noise levels are anticipated to result in 
substantial increases in noise and disturbance to 
adjacent land uses;

• Developing construction plans including best 
practices to minimize noise and light effects on 
adjacent areas; and

• Selecting lighting designs to minimize trespass to 
neighbouring residences and sky glow.
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Community – Utilities and 
community services

Round 1 – What we heard: 
• Comments about community amenities near the project, including the walking and cycling paths, the BMX 

park and the West Coast Express

Utilities and community services were selected for the 
EEE because of the presence of important community 
infrastructure in the project area that has the potential 
to be impacted by proposed project activities. The 
operation of this infrastructure is important to the 
well-being of adjacent residents and communities, 
Indigenous communities, as well as businesses. During 
construction and operation, project activities have the 
potential to affect community services including outdoor 
recreation and local utilities, potentially resulting in 
disruption to services. 

Existing conditions:
Utilities, infrastructure and community services 
associated with the Project Area include those 
developed and operated by local municipalities, as well 
as utility providers such BC Hydro and FortisBC. Pitt 
Meadows and Maple Ridge have an extensive system 
of public utilities that provide local residents with waste 
and recycling systems, as well as water and sewage. 
Utility providers deliver electricity and gas distribution 
infrastructure to support local residents and businesses. 
Community services also include access to recreational 
activities associated with community infrastructure 
including the TC Trail, Ridge Meadows BMX Track, and 
the Pitt Meadows Gun Club. The proposed project is 
also located in close proximity to Pitt Meadows Regional 
Airport.

Study objectives:
The key objectives are to determine the potential effects 
of the project on utilities and community services 
through:

• Identifying existing municipal infrastructure, utilities 
and community services within the Project Area;

• Describing how construction and operational 
activities can have a direct effect on the operation 
of existing infrastructure;

• Describing where construction and operational 
activities have the potential to affect the delivery 
of community services, as well as access to/
quality of recreational activities supported by local 
infrastructure; and

• Identifying opportunities, through project design 
refinements, to avoid impacts to utilities and 
community services. 

Potential mitigation approaches:
Pending completion of the EEE, approaches to mitigate 
potential effects associated with utilities and community 
services that may be applied include:

• Working with municipalities to develop plans 
to avoid, or mitigate, potential impacts on 
infrastructure and comply with applicable 
engineering standards; 

• Working with emergency response providers to 
develop plans for ensuring response times during 
construction and operations are maintained; 

• Implementing mitigation to avoid or minimize 
disturbance effects, such as light and noise, that 
can impact recreational activities on adjacent land; 

• Coordinating with utility providers to determine 
ways to minimize impacts to existing utilities and 
facilitate new connections required by the project; 
and

• Developing access management plans, including 
community advisories on pre-construction and 
construction activities, to minimize impacts to 
recreational activities on adjacent lands.
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Community – Human health

Round 1 – What we heard: 
• Concerns about potential human health effects related to air quality 

• Concerns about potential human health effects from noise, vibration and light on neighbouring residences

Human health may be affected by changes in 
environmental quality, including changes to air quality, 
noise and vibration, light, water quality and soil 
quality. The EEE is being undertaken to understand 
how project activities may interact with environmental 
quality and affect human health during site preparation, 
construction and operation. 

Existing conditions:
Human health in the Project Area is influenced by local 
and regional land use and associated trends in the 
physical environment such as air quality, water quality 
and exposure to noise. Current land uses, including the 
existing intermodal yard, agricultural lands and local 
and regional transportation infrastructure, influence air 
quality, water quality and noise, which has the potential 
to influence human health risk.

Study objectives:
The key objectives are to determine potential effects 
of the proposed project on human health through 
potential changes in the physical environment by:

• Considering changes in the physical environment 
(i.e., air quality, noise, water quality etc.) and 
the extent to which such changes could result in 
adverse effects to human health; 

• Comparing potential changes in health risk 
associated with the project with established 
thresholds; and 

• Evaluating the anticipated effectiveness of 
mitigation proposed, to address changes in the 
physical environment, and avoid or minimize 
adverse effects on human health. 

Potential mitigation approaches:
Pending completion of the EEE, approaches to mitigate 
potential effects on human health will include:

• Mitigation associated with the evaluation of air 
quality, noise, accidents and malfunctions; and

• Additional mitigation approaches that may emerge 
through ongoing engagement activities. 
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Culture – Archaeological and 
heritage resources 

Round 1 – What we heard: 
• Concerns about the preservation of Pitt Meadows’ neighbourhood character and heritage, including 

heritage buildings 

Archaeological and heritage resources represent the 
tangible components of past human groups and are 
culturally meaningful in understanding the past and 
supporting cultural continuity.

Existing conditions:
Preliminary archaeological studies indicate that there are 
previously recorded archaeological resources within two 
km of the Project Area. However, none of the recorded 
resources were within the proposed Project Area. 

Study objectives:
The key objectives related to the archaeology study are 
to: 

• Confirm the presence or absence of previously 
unrecorded archaeological and heritage resources 
within the Project Area; and

• Determine how project-related activities might 
interact with archaeology or heritage resources that 
are confirmed to be present. 

Potential mitigation approaches:
Pending completion of the EEE, approaches to avoid or 
mitigate potential effects on archaeology and heritage 
resources that may be applied include:

• Implementation of an archaeological and heritage 
management plan during construction, including an 
archaeological chance find procedure;

• Archaeological monitoring during construction 
should areas of high archaeological potential be 
identified; and 

• Project design changes be reviewed by a qualified 
archaeological professional.
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Culture – Current use of lands and 
resources for traditional purposes 
Historically, Indigenous Peoples used the areas around 
the proposed Project Area for traditional use activities 
including fishing, plant harvesting, hunting, trapping 
and ceremonial purposes. This is validated by previously 
recorded archaeological resources located within two 
km of the Project Area. CP is currently engaging with 
Indigenous communities who have overlapping interests 
with the project to determine current use of the 
proposed Project Area for traditional use activities.

Existing conditions:
Indigenous communities still practice many of 
their traditional use activities. Existing agriculture, 
commercial/industrial and residential land uses in and 
around the Project Area provides limited opportunities 
for Indigenous People to practice traditional use 
activities. 

Study objectives:
The objectives of the current use of lands and resources 
for traditional purposes chapter in the EEE are to 
consider and incorporate any Indigenous Knowledge 
and traditional use information provided by potentially 
affected Indigenous communities into the EEE and 
to identify mitigation and enhancement approaches 
to address any potential project-related effects to 
Indigenous current use.

Potential mitigation approaches:
CP continues to work with Indigenous communities to 
discuss potential mitigation approaches to address any 
potential project-related effects to current use.
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Safety

Round 1 – What we heard: 
• Concerns about: 

 – the safe storage of fuels, grains and other dangerous goods

 – capacity of local fire department to address fire events at the proposed facility

• Comments about the importance of safety in general

Accidents and equipment malfunctions are being 
evaluated to understand potential hazards and risks 
during construction and operation of the proposed 
project. The EEE will inform minimum safeguards 
required to prevent accidents and malfunctions, in 
addition to informing contingency procedures such 
as emergency preparedness and response systems in 
the event of an accident or malfunction event. Pitt 
Meadows and Maple Ridge share health care facilities 
and each also has its own dedicated fire and rescue 
services.

Evaluation objectives:
The assessment will identify plausible accident and 
malfunction scenarios, both major and minor. Scenarios 
identified as being major will undergo a quantitative risk 
assessment, while a minor scenario would be assessed 
qualitatively. Accidents and malfunction scenarios being 
contemplated include spills, train or truck accidents, and 
fire emergency events. 

The risk assessment will assess the likelihood of the 
scenario occurring, consequence in the event of the 
scenario occurring and the overall level of risk to 
environmental and community receptors. It will also 
identify the safeguards and procedures in place to 
prevent, minimize, contain and respond to different 
scenarios.

The assessment will also identify existing emergency 
services within the Project Area and describe where 
construction and operational activities have the 
potential to affect the delivery of emergency services. 

Potential mitigation approaches:
• Engineering safeguards (eg. secondary containment 

for tanks, vapour control and capture);

• Operational procedures (eg. maintenance, training, 
on site traffic control);

• Engagement and agreements with local emergency 
service providers on the development of an 
Emergency Response Plan and the provision of 
training;

• CP Community Emergency Planning Guide – A 
guide to assist local emergency organization to plan 
and respond to incidents and to supplement the 
Emergency Response Plan; and

• CP Integrated Contingency Plan – Emergency 
Preparedness and Response – Primary response tool, 
explains the framework and procedures in place to 
CP’s operations to respond to emergencies.
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Transportation

Round 1 – What we heard: 
• Concerns about:

 – an increase in local vehicle and truck traffic

 – an increase in train traffic and impacts to local roadways

 – increased wait times for vehicles on adjacent roads

• Questions about road design and impacts to local intersections

• Comments about capacity of supporting transportation infrastructure

Efficient vehicle and traffic movement on local roads in 
proximity to the Project Area is important to residents 
and business that use the local and regional road 
network. Proposed project activities have the potential 
to affect local and regional transportation by causing 
temporary and permanent changes to vehicle volumes, 
levels of congestion, traffic patterns and property 
access. 

Existing conditions:
The existing road network surrounding the Project Area 
consists of a provincial highway, some major municipal 
roads and smaller rural municipal roads. There are 
also some multi-use pathways in the area for cycling 
and pedestrian use. In addition, there are a number of 
critical signalized intersections in the local community 
including at Lougheed Highway/Kennedy Road and 
Lougheed Highway/Harris Road that are currently 
experiencing traffic delays, especially during peak hours 
in the day. 

Study objectives: 
The key objectives are to determine the potential effects 
of the proposed project on conditions on the local and 
regional road network, and identify opportunities to 
mitigate such effects through:

• Confirming existing conditions on the local road 
network adjacent to the Project Area, including 
identifying areas of existing congestion;

• Confirming how proposed project operations will 
change traffic volumes on the local and regional 
road network for future forecasted years. 

• Identifying potential effects of the proposed project 
on active transportation infrastructure adjacent to 
the Project Area;

• Modelling how estimated traffic volumes will 
influence future conditions on local road networks 
(e.g., travel times and congestion); and 

• Estimating traffic associated with the construction 
phase of the proposed project.

Potential mitigation approaches:
Pending completion of the EEE, approaches to mitigate 
potential effects associated with transportation may 
include:

• Implementing robust traffic management plans 
during construction to reduce effects to local traffic;

• Optimizing traffic crossing signals in the area in 
time for proposed project operation; and

• Proactively communicating project-related road use 
with local community to avoid adversely affecting 
local traffic.
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Engagement and regulatory 
timeline 

Late 2020

Public 
Engagement 
Round 1

Public and Indigenous Consultation

CP Timeline

2021

Pre-Design and Consideration 
of Public Input

CTA Decision Early 2023

CP Final Investment 
Decision*

* subject to CTA application approval 

** the CTAs public comment period is a minimum of 30 business days

2024

Detailed 
Design

2026

Construction

Late 2021

CTA Application Filing 

June 2021

Public Engagement Round 2

2020

Preparation

Late 2021

Application Completeness Review

Pre-Application CTA Application 
Review

Public Comment**

CTA Deliberation

CTA Decision 2026

Construction

Regulatory Timeline

Monitoring and Compliance with Conditions

CP anticipates a multi-year planning and consultation 
process for the proposed CP Logistics Park: Vancouver. 
The input you provide during the community 
consultation process will be carefully considered as CP 
prepares its project design and submits its regulatory 
application to the CTA. 

CP will continue community and Indigenous 
engagement throughout 2021 and prior to the 
submission of CP’s regulatory application.

CP anticipates the CTA review process will be initiated 
in 2021 with a potential decision expected sometime 
in 2022.
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CP – Who we are
What is CP and what do we do?
Incorporated in 1881, Canadian Pacific Railway was 
formed to physically unite Canada and Canadians from 
coast to coast. Today CP delivers rail transportation and 
transload solutions that connect North America and the 
world. By doing this safely and efficiently, CP creates 
long-term sustainable value for our shareholders and 
the broader economy. CP employs 12,000 railroaders 
across North America. Locally, CP has a long history of 
partnership with Pitt Meadows, having operated in the 
community since 1886.

CP in the community: 
CP celebrates with the community each year when 
the CP Holiday Train stops in Pitt Meadows, drawing 
thousands of residents. CP believes in giving back to 
the communities where it operates. In 2020, due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic, CP donated to foodbanks along 
its network and hosted a virtual concert in lieu of its 
regular Holiday Train program.
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Forward Looking Statement 
This discussion guide contains certain forward-looking 
information and forward-looking statements (collectively, 
“forward-looking information”) within the meaning of 
applicable securities laws. Forward-looking information 
includes, but is not limited to, statements concerning 
expectations, beliefs, plans, goals, objectives, assumptions 
and statements about possible future events, conditions, 
and results of operations or performance. Forward-looking 
information may contain statements with words or headings 
such as “financial expectations”, “key assumptions”, 
“anticipate”, “believe”, “expect”, “plan”, “will”, “outlook”, 
“should” or similar words suggesting future outcomes. 
This discussion guide contains forward-looking information 
relating, but not limited to, the outcome of environmental 
studies, First Nations and community engagement and 
regulatory approval processes, the completion of the design 
and construction of the CP Logistics Park: Vancouver in 
accordance with its currently proposed design and timeline, 
including with respect to its anticipated size and capabilities, 
the anticipated impacts of the CP Logistics Park: Vancouver 
on our business, our operations, priorities and plans, on the 
environment and greenhouse gas emissions by us and third 
parties, on the Canadian economy and perceptions by third 
parties of Canada’s status as a global trade partner, and on 
our anticipated financial and operational performance.

The forward-looking information contained in this discussion 
guide is based on current expectations, estimates, projections 
and assumptions, having regard to CP’s experience and its 
perception of historical trends, and includes, but is not limited 
to, expectations, estimates, projections and assumptions 
relating to: foreign exchange rates, effective tax rates, land 
sales and pension income; greenhouse gas emissions; North 
American and global economic growth; commodity demand 
growth; sustainable industrial and agricultural production; 
commodity prices and interest rates; performance of our 
assets and equipment; sufficiency of our budgeted capital 
expenditures in carrying out our business plan; our ability to 
complete our capital and maintenance projects, including 
completion of the proposed CP Logistics Park: Vancouver in 
accordance with the specifications and timelines anticipated; 
applicable laws, regulations and government policies, 
including required regulatory approvals; the availability and 
cost of labour, services and infrastructure; market demand 
for CP’s services; First Nations engagement; environmental 
approvals; our ability to maintain our relationships with key 
third parties; anticipated actions by third parties in response 
to changes in our business, operations, priorities and plans; 
and the satisfaction by third parties of their obligations to CP. 
Although CP believes the expectations, estimates, projections 
and assumptions reflected in the forward-looking information 
presented herein are reasonable as of the date hereof, there 
can be no assurance that they will prove to be correct.

Undue reliance should not be placed on forward-looking 
information as actual results may differ materially from those 
expressed or implied by forward-looking information. By its 
nature, CP’s forward-looking information involves inherent 
risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to 
differ materially from the forward looking information, 
including, but not limited to, the following factors: changes 
in business strategies; general North American and global 
economic, credit and business conditions; risks associated 
with agricultural production, such as weather conditions 
and insect populations; the availability and price of energy 
and agricultural commodities; the effects of competition 
and pricing pressures; industry capacity; shifts in market 
demand, including market demand for autos, agricultural 
and energy commodities; changes in commodity prices; 
uncertainty surrounding timing and volumes of commodities 
being shipped via CP; inflation; geopolitical instability; 
changes in laws, regulations and government policies, 
including regulation of rates; changes in taxes and tax 
rates; potential increases in maintenance and operating 
costs; changes in fuel prices; uncertainties of investigations, 
proceedings or other types of claims and litigation; labour 
disputes; risks and liabilities arising from derailments; 
transportation of dangerous goods; timing of completion of 
capital and maintenance projects; currency and interest rate 
fluctuations; regulatory approvals and timing of regulatory 
approvals; results of engagement with First Nations and 
other communities; effects of changes in market conditions 
and discount rates on the financial position of pension plans 
and investments; trade restrictions or other changes to 
international trade arrangements; climate change; our inability 
to complete the design and construction of the CP Logistics 
Park: Vancouver in accordance with the specifications and 
on the timelines anticipated; the failure by third parties to 
respond to changes in our business, operations, priorities and 
plans in the manner we anticipate or at all; and various events 
that could disrupt operations, including severe weather, 
such as droughts, floods, avalanches and earthquakes, 
and cybersecurity attacks, as well as security threats and 
governmental response to them, and technological changes. 
The list of factors noted is not exhaustive. These and other 
factors are detailed from time to time in reports filed by 
CP with securities regulators in Canada and the United 
States. Reference should be made to “Risk Factors” and 
“Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition 
and Results of Operations - Forward-Looking Information” in 
CP’s annual and interim reports on Form 10-K and 10-Q.

The forward-looking information contained in this discussion 
guide is made as of the date hereof. Except as required 
by law, CP undertakes no obligation to update publicly or 
otherwise revise any forward-looking information, or the 
foregoing assumptions and risks affecting such forward-
looking information, whether as a result of new information, 
future events or otherwise.
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Notes from virtual open houses



CP Logistics Park: Vancouver – Virtual Open House 1 
Meeting Summary Page 1 of 10 

June 8, 2021 

CP Logistics Park: Vancouver 
Virtual Open House 1 
Summary 

DATE: JUNE 8, 2021 TIME: 6:00PM – 7:00PM LOCATION:  ZOOM WEBINAR 

PUBLIC 30 attendees 

CP Jeff Edwards, Assistant VP, Demand & Market Strategy 
Joe Van Humbeck, System Manager, Environmental Assessment 

INDEPENDENT FACILITATOR Chris Chok, Kirk & Co. Consulting Ltd. 

DETAILS 

This document provides a summary of the questions and comments from 
members of the public and response from CP at the first of three virtual 
open houses during the CP Logistics Park: Vancouver Community 
Consultation – Round 2 (June 1-June 30, 2021). Remarks are paraphrased 
in some places for clarity. 

1. Introductions
The virtual open house began at 6:00pm 

Chris Chok welcomed attendees and provided an overview of the agenda for the virtual open house, which 
included a presentation followed by a question and comment period. Instructions for how to participate 
throughout the session using Zoom were provided, and use of the Q&A function was encouraged 
throughout the presentation.  

Chris Chok introduced the CP representatives who were present to provide a presentation and respond to 
questions and comments: Jeff Edwards, Assistant VP, Demand & Market Strategy and Joe Van Humbeck, 
System Manager, Environmental Assessment.  
2. Presentation
Project Overview/Presentation 

Jeff Edwards and Joe Van Humbeck provided a presentation on the proposed CP Logistics Park: 
Vancouver, including an overview of the project as well as the study objectives and potential mitigation 
approaches related to the different topics of the Environmental Effects Evaluation. 
3. Question and comment period
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Oral question regarding air quality: 
The baseline historical condition stations are inappropriate. The Terms of Reference proposes to use Pitt 
Meadows, Coquitlam, Port Moody and Maple Ridge. Surrey, Langley, and locations south of the Fraser need 
to be included. Port Moody is not representative of local air conditions further east of the Fraser Valley.  
The local and regional area scales that are proposed for the air quality valued component are entirely 
inappropriate. Proposing a 10x10-kilometer grid for the local effects area is not going to produce any 
meaningful results to measure the local effects of diesel particulate, experienced by neighbors living 
meters from this facility. I struggle to understand the justification for using B.C as the scale for greenhouse 
gas emissions. I strongly urge CP to adjust those local and regional areas to be more reflective of the 
project. 
 

CP provided a response: 
• We take the health and environment of the communities that we operate through very seriously.  
• The studies related to the project will be under extensive environmental evaluation by the Canadian 

Transportation Agency, who will ultimately determine the approval of this project.  
• We appreciate your input and this is exactly why we are conducting consultation at this point; so we 

can incorporate feedback from the community before the studies are undertaken.  
• We will take back your feedback to our air quality team for discussion. Please submit your questions 

to engage@cplogisticspark.ca so that our air quality experts can provide a technical reply. 
 

Written questions regarding noise mitigation: 
Why is the only noise mitigation – in the form of a wall – on the south side of the tracks between 188th 
Street and Harris? What will be occurring in that location that will require mitigation, and why is there 
nothing noted for the western areas of the project area closer to the proposed logistics yard? What is the 
composition and height of the noise wall? 

 
CP provided a response: 
• We're at the stage where we are finalizing the design of the studies, and the studies will take place 

in the coming months, providing results by the end of this year.  
• If the studies show that we need to change or address something that has not yet been accounted 

for in the study or in the current designs, then we will do so. For example, if the studies show that 
CP should be building additional noise mitigation features into our project, then we will implement 
those features. 

• The proposed wall location is where we know trains will be moving slowly, as they enter and exit 
the facility. As such, we are confident that a noise wall will be built in this location. 

• The artist’s rendering depicts a large wall, at least as high as the stack of the locomotive. However, 
we have not finalized the studies to determine the exact height of the wall required.  

 
Written question regarding liquids transload: 
We understand that the facility will store two days of petroleum products onsite to buffer against rail 
interruptions. How is supply management, not transportation, consistent with common carrier obligations? 

 
CP provided a response: 
• We have a common carrier obligation through federal regulation to move these products. We 

believe that without this project, these products could increasingly move through the community 
by truck, which is less safe than rail. 

• CP is committed to safety as shown by our industry best performance over the past 14 years, and 
that will be shown nowhere else more than that at this facility. 

• The storage is a reflection of the terrain we operate through. CP is extremely proud of the talented 
team of railroaders we have working hard every day to keep the tracks in service, especially during 
the winter months.  

mailto:engage@cplogisticspark.ca
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• Through the canyon, rockslides, flooding, and avalanches happen and we need buffering capacity at 
our facilities to ensure an uninterrupted supply of products to our customers and their local 
facilities, which are serving the Lower Mainland.  

 
Written question regarding project need: 
CP keeps saying that the grain transload facility will help prairie farmers get their products to market, 
however, grain transload facilities already exist at the Port of Vancouver and they are not at capacity. In 
addition, grain transload facilities are currently being built in Ashcroft and Prince Rupert, B.C., so I don't 
understand why another grain transload facility needs to be built on active agricultural land in Pitt 
Meadows. 
 

CP provided a response: 
• There is very limited capacity through the Port of Vancouver for the specific products that we're 

looking at. The grain transloading activities we are proposed are focused on pulses, including peas, 
beans, and lentils.  

• This is different product being proposed for transload than what is being moved through the grain 
elevators on the south shore of Vancouver. We are proposing a unit train operation that adds 
efficiency for farmers and for the entire supply chain that is not currently available. 

 
Oral comments and question regarding safety and incident rates: 
We have heard several times that safety is foundational at CP and CP promotes a culture of safety. The 
Transportation Safety Board records show that over the past five years, there have been a total of 11 
reportable accidents or incidents associated with CP Railway operations in Pitt Meadows alone. These 
include four movements exceeding limits of authority, five derailments off the main line, one fire caused by 
a locomotive and two deaths of trespassers on the line. If we look west to the Port Coquitlam yard, there's 
an alarming trend in recent accident and incident rates between 2016 and 2018, there were an average of 
eight accidents or incidents per year. But that number rose to 19 accidents or incidents in 2019 alone. In 
2020, there were 20, and there have been eight already in 2021. Over the past five years, there have been 
54 track derailment, nine collisions, one fire involving a burning sulfur car, two crossing incidents including 
an ethanol tanker truck exploding, and two deaths. CP is proposing to construct rail infrastructure that will 
move rail activities outside of their yard and deeper into our residential community, including train 
construction, deconstruction and shunting. CP speaks about their safety record across the vast network, 
but they have not addressed their safety record in Pitt Meadows, or nearby Port Coquitlam yards. This 
includes two incidents or accidents per year in Pitt Meadows and a huge increase in accidents in the Port 
Coquitlam yard over the past few years. How can CP possibly convince the citizens of Pitt Meadows, that 
the movement of rail activities and this additional logistics park won't lead to derailments, collisions, fires 
and deaths, also moving into our community? 

 
CP provided a response: 
• We appreciate the comments. CP’s focus on safety is unwavering. We have led the industry in rail 

safety for the last 14 years. We continue to focus daily on the safety of Pitt Meadows and every 
community we operate through.  

• In fact, today, we had a system wide safety walkabout, in which all of our union and management 
staff were out talking about how we can be the safest railroad in the industry moving forward.  

• Rail is the safest method of moving the goods that we're talking about, and that without a project 
such as this, these products would move through the community by truck, which is less safe. 

• While we are extremely proud to be the safest Class I railway in North America for 14 straight years, 
we do acknowledge that safety is a journey. We will not be satisfied until we drive incident numbers 
down to zero. Our team works hard every day in our commitment to safety, and we will not waver 
in our commitment to the communities we operate through. 
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Oral comments regarding valued components (VCs) and study models and question regarding Kennedy Road 
overpass: 
The regional areas selected for the surface water and fish and fish habitat VCs need to be extended south, 
beyond Ford Road to the Fraser River. The City's topographical maps and available hydrological data do not 
justify stopping at Ford Road when the Fraser River is only 200 meters further.  
The Utilities and Community Services VC regional area needs to include Port Coquitlam, particularly for the 
fire response. CP is proposing to store over 12 million liters of petroleum product in Pitt Meadows, while 
we have a volunteer fire department.  
For the three VCs related to fish, vegetation, wetlands and wildlife, it seems arbitrary which regulatory 
authority or guideline is being cited and there is no justification for which ecological community list is being 
referenced. The VCs need to consider regulatory authorities and obligations from Committee on the Status 
of Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC), Species at Risk Act, and the British Columbia Centre for 
Disease Control (BCCDC).  
The Terms of Reference document has a number of errors in it, including inconsistency in number of silos, 
volume of grain storage, and number of unit trains. The document’s references are flawed, for example 
with incorrect hyperlinks. It is difficult for us to provide our time and input in this process while not having 
the full picture.  
I struggle to understand how this project is going to be viable without the Kennedy Road overpass (Pitt 
Meadows Road and Rail Improvements Project). 

CP provided a response: 
• Thank you for taking the time to provide these comments and we will ensure that those are

addressed. This feedback will help us ensure we are addressing the key concerns of the community
in our studies.

• The CP Logistics Park: Vancouver is not a part of or dependent on the Pitt Meadows Road and Rail
Improvements Project. The road and rail project is an existing project that aims to address existing
capacity constraints on the mainline. The projects are not related.

Oral questions and comments regarding safety and noise: 
I agree with the detailed comments made regarding the valued components. I also want to echo the 
concerns expressed related to safety, which is a huge concern for this whole community related to both the 
CP Logistics Park: Vancouver and the Road and Rail Improvements Project. CP is planning to build trains 
within 23 feet of people's homes; if that isn't a safety concern, I don't know what is. Regarding the noise 
wall, you talked about it being built because the trains will be slow moving. Slow moving trains are not 
necessarily an issue for noise and vibration so I am wondering what activities are requiring such a 
significant wall.  

CP provided a response: 
• The noise wall gets designed proportional to where the projected source of noise will be occurring.

In a pass by train situation, a smaller wall is needed, because of the noise generated from the rail
wheel interface. In the yard situation, you need a medium size wall because the noise typically
comes from a coupler.

• We are proposing a very tall wall in this location because this is where the trains will be slowly
entering and exiting the facility.

Written questions regarding liquids transload: 
In the Terms of Reference, Section 4.3.3, indicates “the subsite currently has approximately two days of 
liquid storage.” What do you mean by “currently has”? 

CP provided a response: 
• This is in reference to the current proposed design of the facility. Initially, our design proposal had

five days of storage and this was amended to include two days of storage.
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Written questions regarding the engagement process: 
Why is there only a total of three hours of scheduled open houses? Why is round two taking place today 
when the studies aren’t complete yet? 

CP provided a response: 
• We have done a lot of thinking about how to engage with the community. Between the open houses 

and engagement periods, we have spent time meeting with different community organizations, 
stakeholders, and residents who have concerns or items for us to address.

• These three open houses are designed to answer your questions and ensure that we're getting your 
feedback as openly as we possibly can.

• This round of engagement is open for a month. In addition to this live format, people can submit 
their questions to engage@cplogisticspark.ca any time this month and those submissions will be 
included in the record of engagement and responded to. We encourage you to read the discussion 
guide, fill out the feedback form and attend the two additional upcoming open houses.

• We have stated from the very beginning of our engagement that we're being transparent and it is 
important to us that we're getting feedback from the community. We’re now at the stage where we 
are going to move forward with a number of studies to evaluate the potential environmental effects 
of the project.

• When we come back to talk to you for the third round of engagement, we will have the results of 
our studies and with more definitive mitigation strategies to address any items that have been 
found through the numerous studies that we are undertaking.

Oral question regarding the Pitt Meadows Road and Rail Improvements Project: 
How does CP plan to access the logistics yard without the Kennedy Road overpass? Are you not concerned 
that your own trains will disrupt your estimated average of 700 new truck movements per day associated 
with the logistics yard? 

CP provided a response: 
• It is important to differentiate between the requirements and the benefits of the project. CP has

been working with the Vancouver Fraser Port Authority (VFPA) and the City of Pitt Meadows for a
number of years on the two major overpass and underpass projects within the community.

• Harris Road and Kennedy Road were both projects that were put forward as providing benefits to
both rail and the community, addressing the congestion that vehicle traffic sees when it interacts
with trains. The number of trains that are going through that corridor will increase.

• We want to be clear that CP still believes that the Kennedy Road overpass project should go
forward, to provide benefits to the community and to the rail.

• It's important to note that having the Kennedy Road overpass in place is not required for the CP
Logistics Park: Vancouver to move forward. The reason why Kennedy Road was being considered for
significant investment by CP, VFPA, and the federal government is that there are clear benefits to
avoiding vehicles and trains interacting on that truck route.

Written question regarding project component: 
What track would be used to access the loop track? 

CP provided a response: 
• A number of the items within the project are continuing to be developed by our engineers and

project team.
• Access to the new loop track will be off of the south mainline.

Written question regarding fire response: 

mailto:engage@cplogisticspark.ca
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How will you control vapor emissions? What do you have in place regarding fire response? The Port 
Coquitlam railyard had a fire and they were unable to put it out because of the contents of the train car. 
What facilities do you have in place to respond to a serious fire or explosion? 

 
CP provided a response: 
• This project continues to be a number of years away from actual implementation, if it receives 

government approval. We will continue to engage with the City of Pitt Meadows and the fire 
department to ensure that all of the required infrastructure is in place to be able to support this 
project.  

• There are two methods for vapor recovery systems to attach to the fixed infrastructure of rail cars 
and transport trucks. The first is the liquid line and then the second is the vapor recovery line. The 
liquid line typically comes out of the bottom of the rail car and the vapor recovery line comes out of 
the top of the rail car, creating a closed-loop system while the product is being moved.  

• Fire control measures that we will be implementing within the liquids facility are still in design. We 
know that we will have a fixed fire suppression system within the liquids transloading pods.  

 
Written question regarding liquids transload: 
What are the statistics specifically regarding interruption of petroleum supply that CP has experienced in 
the past five years? 

 
CP provided a response: 
• We do not have the specifics to answer this question, but it will be noted in the meeting notes and 

we encourage you to submit it to engage@cplogisticspark.ca and we will go back through our 
records to show how often an outage within the canyon or through the mountains occurs on our 
network. 

 
Chris Chok notes that there are a number of comments related to CP’s accident and incident rates in Pitt 
Meadows and Port Coquitlam and there is a desire that CP go back and review those stats and speak to 
them in a future round of engagement. 

 
Written question regarding liquids transload: 
On pages 4-6 of the Terms of Reference, the liquids transload subsite speaks predominantly to storing 
ethanol gas and diesel. What are the other liquids you plan to store on site? 

 
CP provided a response: 
• Ethanol gas and diesel are the liquids that are planned to be stored on site. The potential addition, 

depending on demand, is jet fuel. 
 

Written question regarding engagement process: 
I feel like this round of engagement has been rushed to take advantage of COVID-19 restrictions, so you 
don't have to face our community in person.  

 
CP provided a response: 
• Being transparent with the community and receiving your feedback in a timely manner are critically 

important to us. We have stated this from the beginning of the engagement process and earlier 
today. 

• We recognize that this is not the ideal situation, and we would prefer to be doing this in person. 
Our hope is that we can travel to Pitt Meadows and have the third round of engagement in-person. 

 
Oral question regarding project component:  
Regarding the loop track, I understand they will be accessing it from the mainline on the south side. This is 
something that has concerned me because I am aware that the Memorandum of Understanding for the Pitt 

mailto:engage@cplogisticspark.ca
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Meadows Road and Rail Improvements Project talks about a fourth track, and that the underpass is going 
to be built so that four tracks can be accommodated. Clearly, the fourth track would end up on the south 
side since there's no route to put it on the north side. This would tie in to the loop track and allow the 
mainline to stay free. Though I'm sure that you will deny it, I'm wondering what your comments are on the 
fourth track and the loop track. I believe this process has been very disingenuous.  

 
CP provided a response: 
• Our current plans are for three tracks over the Harris Road underpass – we can say with full 

conviction that we do not currently have plans for a fourth track.  
• We are designing the structure to be able to handle a fourth track, to ensure that we have that 

opportunity in the future as it has been a part of our long-term vision. It is important that as a 
railroad, when we're building and investing in infrastructure with a plan not only for today but for 
the future. 

• We have not undertaken any work looking at a fourth track across Harris Road, that is clearly in the 
future and this project team is focused on the CP Logistics Park: Vancouver.  

• The entrance to this proposed facility will be located to the west of Harris Road. 
 
Written question regarding noise mitigation: 
Why haven't you put rubber pads or springs on the train cars to buffer the noise of the train cars smashing 
together? The noise is deafening.  

 
CP provided a response: 
• We don’t have the answer to that at this time – we will take this question away and provide you a 

response offline.  
• Noise is not an issue only in Pitt Meadows, it is a discussion across all rail networks across the 

world. The standards with which we maintain and build our rail cars are consistent across North 
America.  

 
Written question regarding drainage and flooding: 
If there was an earthquake or flood, how would you stop leakage into the Pitt River since we are in a 
floodplain?  

 
CP provided a response: 
• CP is committed to the responsible management of the local waterways, including the Katzie Slough 

and Cook Slough. We’re working to ensure local priorities are understood and considered when we 
put forward the proposal for this project, including drainage. 

• CP’s team of professional engineers is designing this proposed facility to meet or exceed all of the 
regulatory requirements specific to earthquake resiliency and flooding. We are considering the 
elevation that this proposed facility will be sited at and our contribution of stormwater to ensure 
that we do not make flooding any worse.  

 
At 7:03pm Chris Chok said that the virtual open house would be extended by about 10-15 minutes to 
address outstanding questions.  
 
Written question regarding noise and light mitigation: 
Once the Canadian Transportation Agency (CTA) approves the project and work begins, do the proposed 
sound walls and light mitigation get adjusted? 
 

CP provided a response: 
• One of the technical studies that we're undertaking right now is an assessment of noise. The 

results of this assessment will determine how CP will design our proposed mitigation measures, 
which we submit to the CTA.  
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• The CTA can choose to write into the conditions of our approval and they also have the discretion 
to write in additional conditions that we would then have to implement. 

 
Written question regarding truck traffic: 
We understand that the auto facility and the petrol facility will be increasing the number of trucks on local 
and regional roads as product is moved from the logistics park to lower mainland consumers, but how will 
agricultural products be moved, will that be road, rail, or both? 

 
CP provided a response: 
• Our evaluation of this project suggests that, regionally, there will be fewer trucks on the roads as a 

result of this project.  
• For agricultural transloading, product would come into the facility via covered rail car, transloaded 

into a marine container for export, and then transported to the Port of Vancouver via an existing 
train service. There would not be incremental train service as a result of this project. 

• There will be some truck traffic related to the liquids facility and the auto facility for local 
distribution, but the only truck moves associated with the agricultural products will be from the CP 
Logistics Park: Vancouver northward into the existing Vancouver Intermodal Facility. 

 
Written question regarding the McTavish Connector: 
How does CP plan to cross the City of Pitt Meadows property, which is saved for the future of the McTavish 
Connector, that runs parallel to Katzie Slough? 

 
CP provided a response: 
• We have been well aware of this right of way that the City has for that future development, and it 

has been fully considered and in all designs throughout this process. 
• Rail crosses road right of ways across the country every day, and there are processes in place for 

this. We remain engaged with the City of Pitt Meadows to discuss these specific crossings. 
 
Written question regarding the comparative site evaluation: 
I believe the City sent you feedback regarding inaccuracies in the site selection process. Have you since 
considered this and reevaluated the site selection as a result? 

 
CP provided a response: 
• CP stands behind the work completed by our consultants in the comparative site evaluation, which 

was a desktop study looking at seven different sites which met the physical characteristics.  
 
Written question regarding a noise mitigation: 
If the decision to put in a noise wall is based on slow moving trains entering the facility. Why are noise 
walls not planned for the area along the third line proposed by CP, which is part of this project even though 
you keep saying the projects are separate? 

 
CP provided a response: 
• We can only speak to the specifics of the CP Logistics Park: Vancouver. The noise studies completed 

for the Pitt Meadows Road and Rail Improvements Project were undertaken by the VFPA. Questions 
related to noise mitigation should be directed to VFPA. 

 
Written question regarding the Kennedy Road overpass: 
How will trucks access the logistics yard without the Kennedy Road overpass?  

 
CP provided a response: 
• Trucks will access the facility off of Kennedy Road, which is a designated truck route.  
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• The overpass would provide a benefit to the community as well as to the trucks moving in and out 
of this facility.  

 
Written question about truck traffic: 
Rather than regional truck traffic, the primary interest of the community is the changes in local truck 
traffic. Is that something that's being studied, as part of this current round of studies? 

 
CP provided a response: 
• We know that traffic is one of the key concerns of the community. We are undertaking studies that 

capture both the regional truck traffic and the local truck traffic. 
• The local truck traffic will consider the impacts on the intersections from the proposed entrance to 

our facility at the south end of Kennedy Road just after it crosses the Katzie Slough, all the way 
northward up to the intersection at the Lougheed Highway.  

• The regional traffic captures a much larger area, to show the changes in regional trucking related to 
our facility and interactions with the port facilities. 

 
Written questions regarding liquids transload: 
What is the reason the facility would be storing jet fuel?  
You say that certain petroleum products are planned to be stored, but can you not change to any other 
liquid products in the future that may be of even more risk to the environment?  
During the previous round of engagement, we clearly indicated that fuel storage is unacceptable, given the 
proximity to residents, schools, the greenway, daycares, Pitt River and its location on agricultural land. City 
staff and Council have indicated we do not have the firefighting capacity for the proposed volume of 
volatile fuel. CP appears to not have not heard our concerns, and now reports they will not only be storing 
12 million liters of automobile fuel but may additionally store jet fuel. Are we wasting our time expressing 
our concerns to CP? 

 
CP provided a response: 
• We appreciate the comments and we will reiterate our commitment to the health and safety of 

every community that we operate through. CP would not propose something that was not safe.  
• Detailed studies will be undertaken by environmental and hazardous materials professionals. The 

baseline studies are underway. As we learn the results of the studies, we will look at what 
mitigation is required.  

• From the beginning CP has been very open about the storage of transportation fuels, which will be 
primarily diesel fuel ethanol and gasoline.  

• In past years, our customers have asked us to transport jet fuel on their behalf to this marketplace. 
If they do so again in the future, CP has a common carrier obligation and CP would have an 
obligation to move that product through this facility. 

 
Written question regarding light pollution: 
What is the plan for mitigation of light pollution? 

 
CP provided a response: 
• Light has been a topic that has been raised and in a number of the personal engagements that we 

have had with residents along Kennedy Road. Light is a part of our study process. 
• One of the mitigations CP is considering is shielded and directional lighting. More information can 

be found in the Discussion Guide as well as in the Terms of Reference document. 
 
Written question regarding time it takes to unload trains: 
Given the length of time it takes to unload trains, why would you use a mainline to access the logistics 
park? 
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CP provided a response: 
• The mainline will be used to access the Logistics Park, much like any other facility that is built along 

our mainline. 
• The access point would be off of our south mainline. The unloading of rail cars and the actual 

activity of the transload site will take place clear of the mainline.  
• All of the infrastructure that we are looking to build at the CP Logistics Park: Vancouver allows us to 

clear the mainline track, so traffic can continue to move to and from the port and headed east, 
while operations are taking place at the Logistics Park. 

4. Closing 
 
Chris Chok invited Jeff Edwards to provide closing remarks.  
 
Jeff Edwards provided closing remarks, which included thanking attendees for their participation and 
feedback and directing attendees to the website at cplogisticspark.ca to learn more about the project and 
fill out a feedback form.  
 
The virtual open house ended at 7:15pm 

 

https://elizabethyoung-my.sharepoint.com/personal/georgiamaclean_kirkandco_ca/Documents/Desktop/CP%20Notes/cplogisticspark.ca
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CP Logistics Park: Vancouver 
Virtual Open House 2 
Summary  

DATE: JUNE 16, 2021 TIME: 1:00PM TO 2:00PM LOCATION:  ZOOM WEBINAR 

PUBLIC 43 attendees 

CP Jeff Edwards, Assistant VP, Demand & Market Strategy 
Joe Van Humbeck, System Manager, Environmental Assessment 

INDEPENDENT FACILITATOR Chris Chok, Kirk & Co. Consulting Ltd. 

DETAILS 

This document provides a summary of the questions and comments from 
members of the public and response from CP at the second of three virtual 
open houses during the CP Logistics Park: Vancouver Community 
Consultation – Round 1 (June 1-June 30, 2021). Remarks are paraphrased 
in some places for clarity. 

1. Introductions
The virtual open house began at 1:00pm. 

Chris Chok welcomed attendees and provided an overview of the agenda for the virtual open house, which 
included a presentation followed by a question and comment period. Instructions for how to participate 
throughout the session using Zoom were provided, and use of the Q&A function was encouraged 
throughout the presentation.  

Chris Chok introduced the CP representatives who were present to provide a presentation and respond to 
questions and comments: Jeff Edwards, Assistant VP, Demand & Market Strategy and Joe Van Humbeck, 
System Manager, Environmental Assessment. 
2. Presentation
Project Overview/Presentation 

Jeff Edwards and Joe Van Humbeck provided a presentation on the proposed CP Logistics Park: Vancouver, 
including an overview of the project as well as the study objectives and potential mitigation approaches 
related to the different topics of the Environmental Effects Evaluation. 
3. Question and comment period
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Oral comments and question regarding liquids transload:  
I was listening to Jeff on both the last session and in this session, he is talking about how CP has been in 
operation in Pitt Meadows since 1886, with an intermodal facility, auto compound and mechanical 
facilities. These particular facilities have not been in Pitt Meadows since 1886; the intermodal facility 
became operational in 1999, I wanted to clarify and correct that. I wanted to talk about the liquid transload 
subsite, where in section 4.3.3 it says the subsite will include the blending of ethanol or additives. Will CP 
employees be doing the blending of ethanol, and if so, what training will they receive? 

 
CP provided a response: 
• We want to thank you for your ongoing participation in the process.  
• You are 100% correct, we have been operating through Pitt Meadows since 1886, and those key 

facilities you mentioned have been there for approximately the last 20 years. The automotive 
compound opened within the last three or four years.  

• Whether CP chooses to engage one of our specialized transloading partners or rely on the skills of 
CP employees themselves, is part of our planning process. Everyone handling any of the products 
within this facility will be properly trained to ensure the safety of the community. 
 

Oral and written questions and comments regarding the common carrier mandate:  
Does CP interpret the common carrier mandate to include storage of product? And if so, can you please 
reference the relevant section. If not, why is CP proposing a project that includes a heavy storage 
component? Under the common carrier obligations, it doesn’t specify where you build infrastructure.  

 
CP provided a response: 
• CP’s common carrier obligation is to facilitate the efficient movement of goods, including the 

loading, unloading and transportation of rail cars.  
• We work with our shipping partners and community to ensure that we are meeting their needs. We 

also work with our internal operations team to identify how we can meet our obligations under the 
Canada Transportation Act. 

 
Oral comment regarding opposition to the project:  
I built my house before the Vancouver Intermodal Facility was put in. You didn't follow your obligation at 
all, everything you told us back then didn't happen. We had all these promises about noise walls. For 
instance, I have a minimal wall in the middle of my property rather than at the back. The houses to the east 
have nothing, and they're even closer to the track. Everything to do with the Pitt Meadows Road and Rail 
Improvements Project and CP Logistics Park: Vancouver is going to a failure. I think this whole thing that 
you guys are trying to sell us is disingenuous. You’re putting the public in danger with carcinogens. This is 
about you guys creating 8,000 to 16,000-foot trains, and generating profit. This Council needs to go 
because they're supporting it. I vote for them to leave this Council and vote in those who will something for 
the people, and not big corporations.  

 
Chris Chok includes more written questions about noise mitigation to the discussion before CP responds. 

 
Written questions regarding noise mitigation:  
Why does the noise wall not extend west of Advent Road? You previously indicated that the Kennedy Road 
area would receive a noise wall, but now you are not committing to that. Would there be a fence or other 
sound barrier that is taller than the train height along where the third line is expected to provide sound 
mitigation to residential housing on both sides of the track? 
 

CP provided a response: 
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• I cannot speak to the specifics of the project that was implemented with the existing Vancouver 
Intermodal Facilities, as I was not with CP at that time. What we can talk about is the commitments 
we make now and how you can be assured that we will follow through on those.  

• As part of our CTA application, we will be outlining our proposed mitigation measures including 
information based on the studies that are now currently underway to determine where noise walls 
are needed. Those will form part of the application to the CTA where we will be submitting a table 
of commitments. The CTA likely will then include that as a condition of our approval, which then 
becomes enforceable, meaning that CP would face consequences if we do not follow through on the 
commitments we have made. 

• This is just the noise wall presented in the Discussion Guide, it is the first area that we have 
determined a noise wall is needed. The studies are ongoing and as additional areas are identified as 
needing noise mitigation related to the CP Logistics Park: Vancouver, those will be included in our 
mitigation measures.  

• There was a question which seemed to relate to the Pitt Meadows Road and Rail Improvements 
Project. That project is a separate project where there will be a third track extended across Harris 
Road. Questions related to noise on that project need to be directed to the Vancouver Fraser Port 
Authority (VFPA) who is leading the noise studies for that project. 

 
Written questions about sound and vibration:  
What mitigation is in place for vibration? How do noise walls stop vibration?  
 

CP provided a response: 
• Noise walls do not stop vibration. Noise walls are specifically designed to address noise.  
• We are not anticipating vibration to be a significant issue associated with the CP Logistics Park: 

Vancouver because the trains will not be traveling at a high speed.  
• The trains will be entering the facility at a much lower speed than the mainline track, and as such 

we are not anticipating a change in the vibration along the corridor. 
 
Oral comment regarding safety and incident rates: 
The report that was presented to the House of Commons after Lac Megantic took a deep dive into the 
transportation of dangerous goods in our country. Quoting from the report, over 72% of all reportable 
Dangerous Good accidents, across all modes of transportation since 2008 happened at the facilities where 
the goods were prepared for transport, unloaded, or stored. For example, transload facilities. According to 
Transport Canada, 65% of accidents involving TDG in 2013 involve Class 3 Flammable Liquids, Class 8 
Corrosives, Class 2 Gases, around 14% to 12%, respectively. It goes on to say, at 56% human error was the 
main underlying factor contributing to these accidents, followed by equipment problems. My question is, 
although you say you're going to put in state-of-the-art equipment, that will not help us with the 56% 
human error that's causing these accidents at the transload facilities. How are you going to ensure safety of 
12 million liters of fuel and jet fuel? 

 
CP provided a response: 
• Thank you again for your engagement and participation.  
• We want to address again CP’s commitment to safety. Safety is more than just something that we 

talk about, it is a core value to every employee that works at CP.  
• We recognize that even a single incident that happens in your community is a concern. For that 

reason, we work very hard to have processes in place to ensure that we can respond very quickly 
and very efficiently to any incident.  

• That being said, our objective is to drive incident rates down to zero. We are focused on evaluating 
incidents and ensuring that we understand what happened, what was the investigative outcome, 
what was the root cause, so that we can step back and determine what needs to take place to 
ensure that that incident does not happen again. 
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• We take great pride in the amount of training we provide to our staff and anyone that enters our 
property, to ensure safety.  

• CP employees and their families live within Pitt Meadows and the surrounding areas. They come to 
work every day with a commitment to themselves, every other employee at CP, and to every citizen 
of the communities we operate through that they are going to go home safely.  

• We think it is important to highlight that by proposing a new facility, we are able to incorporate the 
latest technologies which do address the issues that have occurred in the past, specific to human 
error. More automation, automatic shutdowns and the latest technology will be incorporated.  

• We want to thank you for your passion on this and we can assure you that we at CP share that same 
passion for safety. CP would not propose something that was not safe.  

 
Oral comment from Councillor Anena Simpson regarding agricultural land, safety, and site selection: 
A member of the Pitt Meadows Agricultural Advisory Committee suggested in the most recent meeting that 
Pitt Meadows has already done enough for CP objectives, and I agree with this. We are a very small town 
and currently CP’s operations cover land equal to 25% of our urban core, and this project will cover 
additional land making that number 35%. How much is too much? How much does this town have to 
sacrifice and give up? We've already contributed enough. Our farmland needs to be protected, not just the 
farmland that is being utilized for this project but the surrounding farmland needs to be protected too. Our 
citizens need to be protected. Additionally, we do not have the infrastructure to support this project; fire 
department, drainage, or even just the tolerance by our citizens. Our citizens are maxed out with CP 
operations. How much is too much? 50% of our urban core? More? Where do we draw the line? I think 25% 
is already a huge number. Please find a more suitable location. Please find a bigger city, a more expansive 
place to put in this operation. Our small town cannot absorb this expansion. 
 
Chris Chok notes that there are other similar written comments including:  
The Pitt Meadows Agricultural Advisory Committee and the Agricultural Land Commission (ALC), are 
vehemently opposed to the project because of the loss of farmland. CP has mentioned that the grain 
transload facility will help prairie farmers. However, there are grain transload facilities within the Port of 
Vancouver, Ashcroft and Prince Rupert that are that are under development. Why build another facility if 
not needed?  

 
CP provided a response: 

• Thank you, Councillor Simpson for your comments and your engagement not only here, but 
with Council and the Pitt Meadows Agricultural Advisory Committee. We appreciated the 
opportunity to engage with the Committee twice so far.  

• The objective of these rounds of engagement is for us to truly understand what the major 
concerns of the community are. We are developing our studies and our mitigation processes to 
properly address the concerns, and then we will come forward with a plan that will be 
eventually be presented to the CTA. 

• We have received some very good feedback from all of the different agricultural stakeholders 
that we have met with. We understand the concern around agricultural land use, and we are 
working on mitigation strategies to help support the agricultural community moving forward, 
and ensuring that our project does not have impacts on the agricultural properties adjacent to 
the project.  

• There were some key criteria that that drove the decision of where to build this facility. The 
first is the proximity to our Vancouver Intermodal Facility. We needed a piece of land that was 
west of Mission, flat, was 40+ hectares, and ultimately in order for us to meet our common 
carrier obligations, and to meet our regulatory requirements, it needed to be off of our 
mainline. The study found there were seven potential locations, five of which were on 
agricultural land and four involved purchasing existing business parks and other industrial sites. 

• The study found that none of those locations would have lower impacts than the site that we 
have chosen to move forward with.  
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• We understand there will be an impact to the agricultural community associated with our 
project. At the same time, we also recognize that it is aligned with the Metro Vancouver Land 
Strategy, which says that it is preferable to expand existing industrial areas rather than going to 
a greenfield area and building an entirely new industrial area. 

• The facility that we are proposing here has an important agricultural component to it. It is for 
the benefit of all Canadian agricultural producers, in that our objective is to open up markets in 
Asia and abroad that are currently not readily available for growth out of the Port of 
Vancouver, the largest port in Canada.  

• There are a number of grain facilities, both on the south shore and on the north shore that 
handle whole grains and many of the products that ship from the prairies. This project is 
focused on pulses; peas, beans, and lentils. This project will offer a product that is different 
than the single car product that is currently available in the marketplace.  

 
Written question regarding climate change:  
The province of BC divided the province into regions to establish regional growth strategies. Metro 
Vancouver is currently undertaking Climate 2050 and a clean air plan. Is CP participating in these 
initiatives? Will the conclusions from Metro Vancouver's initiatives be included in your studies into air 
quality and the environment around Pitt Meadows and in your submission to the CTA?  

 
CP provided a response: 
• At this point in time, I am not sure whether we are involved with Metro Vancouver and their 

specific objectives.  
• CP is extremely proud of the measures we are taking related to climate change and air quality.  
• Late last year, we announced that we will be the first railroad to work to develop a zero-emissions 

hydrogen fuel cell locomotive for line haul service. These initiatives, our statement on climate 
change, and our upcoming science-based targets show that CP is serious about this topic, and we 
are working every day to reduce the impact we have. 

 
Written question regarding stakeholder engagement: 
CP has reached out to the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure and is undertaking studies 
regarding traffic. Will this information be shared before the project is submitted to the CTA? 
 

CP provided a response: 
• CP is engaged with the Ministry of Transportation to ensure that as they are completing their 

Lougheed Corridor analysis, they understand our traffic projections as well. They are sharing 
information on their traffic counts, so that we incorporate their numbers as we complete our 
detailed traffic assessments.  

 
Oral comment from Councillor Meachen regarding Council position: 
I wanted to correct the statement that was made. Earlier there was a gentleman that said this Council is 
fully supporting CP’s objectives with regards to the proposed intermodal yard. Quite the opposite is true. 
Pitt Meadows Council unanimously opposes this project. We have concerns related to losing viable 
farmland, environmental issues, fuel storage issues, the Katzie Slough, drainage, and our fire department 
capacity. We wrote a very substantial response to the comparative site evaluation explaining how we 
thought the evaluation was very flawed. I want to make it very clear that our Council, including the mayor, 
100% unanimously does not support CP’s requirement for an intermodal yard in that location.  

 
CP provided a response: 
• We appreciate the fact that you clarified the position of the Council. Council has been consistent in 

their opposition to this project. 
• We appreciate your engagement in this process, your engagement in the Agricultural Advisory 

Committee, and your feedback.  
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Oral question regarding site selection and safety:  
We already have an intermodal yard here, and we're already experiencing extreme issues, which is why 
we're getting the road and rail project to deal with those issues and the expected increase in the future. 
Referencing Councillor Simpson’s comments, 25% of our urban core going up to 35%; no community in 
Canada will be dealing with the issues that we're dealing with here.  
Any reasonable person would know it is not safe to put a track within 23 feet of a home; claiming that is is 
weakens your legitimacy. Regarding cumulative effects, the projects keep getting separated. We're one 
community, and we're being impacted on many levels by CP. Saying you really appreciate the engagement 
is unfounded since everybody in this community has been extremely clear that this is not an appropriate 
place. We are the natural place, if you go through with these plans, you’re ruining our identity and I don't 
think you understand that. If you truly are listening to our community, you will go away. These are very 
legitimate concerns; this sort of project should not be so close to our residents and our farming 
community.  

 
CP provided a response: 
• We appreciate all your comments. We continue to take this feedback into consideration, and we 

are still in round two of this process.  
• We will come back in round three with more fulsome details, which are continuously changing as 

we consider and apply the feedback of stakeholders and the community. 
 
Written question regarding engagement process:  
Can you identify what feedback CP considered after the first round of engagement and what have you done 
with that feedback to reflect it in what you've brought back here in round 2?  
 

CP provided a response: 
• We heard feedback on the storage of liquid commodities on the site. We went to our transloading 

team and our marketing team who engaged with our customers to see if there was a way that we 
could reduce the size and the amount of fuel stored on site.  

• This resulted in the individual tank size being decreased by approximately 87%, as well as the total 
volume of storage on site being decreased by about 70%.  

• We also heard the feedback from the agricultural community around the stormwater studies we 
were conducting, to not just consider the guidelines put out by the municipality, but to also 
incorporate the agricultural drainage guidelines, which we have done.  

 
Written questions regarding liquids transload:  
Can you please provide an example of what you mean by specialized transloading partners? This was in 
relation to the liquids handling earlier. Can someone explain the transporting of liquids like ethanol? Is the 
transloading of liquids like ethanol proposed to be handled differently at the logistics park in Pitt Meadows 
versus how it's currently being handled in Port Coquitlam?  
 

CP provided a response: 
• At our existing Port Coquitlam liquid transload facility, we engage a company who are specialists in 

this area to handle the transloading of a product for us.  
• There is going to be two different areas within the liquids transload hub. The first is a fixed 

infrastructure-based area, and this will be a new application for transloading in this location. The 
rail cars will be attached to piping, which would then convey the product into the storage tanks.  

• The other method that we will rely on at the CP Logistics Park: Vancouver is direct rail car-to-truck 
transloading, and this is the method currently used at the Port Coquitlam liquids transload facility. 
This would use mobile pumps; a truck would pull up beside the railcar, the hoses would be hooked 
up to the railcar in the truck and the product would be transferred. 
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Just after 2:00pm Chris Chok said that the virtual open house would be extended by about 15 minutes to 
address outstanding questions.  
 
Written questions and comments regarding agricultural land: 
The major concerns are that you're turning active farmland into an industrial zone with hazardous 
materials close to residences, schools, and daycares in a city that has inadequate services to deal with such 
a facility. If CP recognizes that electric vehicles are on the rise, then why is there a need for fuel storage? 
 

CP provided a response: 
• Metro Vancouver is projected to grow by a million people. The transition to electric vehicles will 

not occur within the next five or 10 years, it is a multi-decade transition and there will be the 
demand for transportation fuels for many years to come, not only for vehicles but for other uses 
within the local market 

 
Written question regarding employment:  
What percentage of CP employees that work at your Pitt Meadows facility live in Pitt meadows? 

 
CP provided a response: 
• We do not have that statistic, but that's one that we can work with our team to see if we can pull it 

together. 
 

Written comment regarding noise: 
We're already massively impacted by vibrations from the trains today. We heard about ways you want to 
reduce noise, but nothing about how you will eliminate or reduce vibration.  

 
CP provided a response: 
• The studies related to this are ongoing. Trains will be slowly entering the facility and moving around 

the loop track, which is not expected to cause any change in vibration. 
 
Written comment regarding taxes: 
I’ve heard so many times that CP speaks about increased volume of trains the next 30 years. What increase 
in taxes will CP pay per extra train that moves through Pitt Meadows? If profits go up, the City of Pitt 
Meadows should be speaking about a tax per train or per load of weight, etc. The City needs to be taxing 
CP on each train that runs through the City of Pitt Meadows.  

 
CP provided a response: 
• CP is a contributor to property taxes. When the land value of our proposed facility gets developed, 

the amount of taxes we will contribute to the City as well as to the Province, to invest in local 
priorities, will also increase. 

 
Written question regarding the Pitt Meadows Road and Rail Improvements Project:  
CP has stated that without the Harris Road underpass, the rail infrastructure could still be built, but much 
of the operational efficiency and capacity would not be realized. The rail scope and its capacity benefits are 
dependent upon the grade separation. Is CP committed to building the logistics park without the 
underpass, even if it means much of the operational efficiency and capacity would not be realized? 
 

CP provided a response: 
• The Harris Road underpass is a project that is separate from the CP Logistics Park: Vancouver and is 

one that we are working on very closely with the Port of Vancouver, and the City of Pitt Meadows. 
This is a project that has been identified for both rail and community benefits. 
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• Over the next 15, 20, and 30 years, you can see a doubling of projected train traffic moving through 
that corridor. This rail infrastructure is required to build rail capacity that is moving to and from the 
port.  

• With the increased train traffic, you also see a dramatic increase in the interaction between trains 
and vehicles, so there is a strong community benefit to having an underpass to allow traffic to move 
freely to and from downtown Pitt Meadows. 

• The Kennedy Road overpass is currently on pause to prioritize the Harris Road underpass. These 
two projects, as part of the Pitt Meadows Road and Rail Improvements Project, are separate from 
the CP Logistics Park: Vancouver.   

• Through our engagement with the community, we have heard that Kennedy Road and traffic are a 
key point of interest. We have committed to doing traffic studies and when we come back in round 
three, we will have specific comments around Kennedy Road and this project.  

 
Written question regarding cumulative effects:  
Will CP explain the cumulative effects of the projects when you present to the CTA? What does the CTA 
require by way of a cumulative effects assessment? 
 

CP provided a response: 
• We have outlined in our Terms of Reference that we are planning to undertake a cumulative 

effects evaluation, and not just on CP projects. The cumulative effects evaluation will look at any 
of the other large announced projects within the study area. This will capture the underpass, 
overpass, CP’s cross dock project, as well as projects proposed by third parties, to look at the 
overall cumulative effects on the community.  

 
Oral question regarding utilities and community services: 
Table 17.1, which is Key Policies and Guidelines of Utilities and Community Services states, “project 
activities will likely be a positive influence on community infrastructure and wellbeing.” Can you please 
specify what community infrastructure CP anticipates they will be providing that would benefit the 
community of Pitt Meadows? What are some examples of CP’s perceived positive influence on well-being 
in the community of Pitt Meadows?  

 
CP provided a response: 
• We are going to have to take that away since we are not intimately familiar with that particular 

chapter of the Terms of Reference that you are quoting. We want to make sure that nothing is 
being taken out of context. 

 
4. Closing 
 
Chris Chok invited Jeff Edwards to provide closing remarks.  
 
Jeff Edwards provided closing remarks, which included thanking attendees for their participation and 
feedback and directing attendees to the website at cplogisticspark.ca to learn more about the project and 
fill out a feedback form.  
 
The virtual open house ended at 2:16pm. 

 

https://elizabethyoung-my.sharepoint.com/personal/danielagardea_kirkandco_ca/Documents/CP/Stakeholder%20Engagement%20&%20Tracking/Summary%20Report/cplogisticspark.ca
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CP Logistics Park: Vancouver 
Virtual Open House 3 
Summary  

DATE: JUNE 24, 2021 TIME: 6:00PM TO 7:00PM LOCATION:  ZOOM WEBINAR 

PUBLIC 17 attendees 

CP  Joe Van Humbeck, System Manager, Environmental Assessment 

INDEPENDENT FACILITATOR Chris Chok, Kirk & Co. Consulting Ltd. 

DETAILS 

This document provides a summary of the questions and comments from 
members of the public and response from CP at the second of three virtual 
open houses during the CP Logistics Park: Vancouver Community 
Consultation – Round 2 (June 1-June 30, 2021). Remarks are paraphrased 
in some places for clarity. 

1. Introductions

The virtual open house began at 6:00pm. 

Chris Chok welcomed attendees and provided an overview of the agenda for the virtual open house, which 
included a presentation providing a project overview, followed by a question and comment period. 
Instructions for how to participate throughout the session using Zoom were provided, and use of the Q&A 
function was encouraged throughout the presentation.  

Chris Chok introduced the CP representative present who will be providing a presentation and responding 
to questions and comments: Joe Van Humbeck, System Manager, Environmental Assessment. 
2. Presentation
Project Overview/Presentation 

Jeff Edwards and Joe Van Humbeck provided a presentation on the proposed CP Logistics Park: Vancouver, 
including an overview of the project as well as the study objectives and potential mitigation approaches 
related to the different topics of the Environmental Effects Evaluation. 
3. Question and comment period

Oral comment and question regarding noise mitigation:  
Regarding the proposed noise mitigation, I noticed the wall proposed appears to be east of Harris Road and 
along the residential area, which is great. I understand that the wall is proposed because of slow moving 
trains, however impulse or total noise effects occur when trains are slowing down and speeding up. It can 
be a very explosive noise. With an increased number of trains slowing down and speeding up into the 
intermodal loop, we can expect increased total noise. This noise will be generated for the length of the 
train and my understanding is that the trains will be approximately 2500 meters long. As the noise travels 
the full length of the train, it's going to affect a huge area. That considered, what might be anticipated for 
mitigation of this noises, east of Harris Road in the residential areas? 

CP provided a response: 
• We are currently undertaking the studies related to noise and mitigation. This is only the first area 

that has been identified as needing noise mitigation. As we complete the studies and consider the 
results, additional mitigation may be considered for implementation in other areas.

• When we return in the fall for our third round of engagement with the community, we will be 
presenting the full results of our studies as well as the full mitigation plan.
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Oral question regarding agricultural land: 
First of all, I want to say that I really appreciate these engagement sessions I think you guys do a great job. 
Not all the information is not easy to hear, but I really appreciate how you manage the discussion. I'm 
aware that the Agricultural Land Commission (ALC) has provided a letter indicating that it does not believe 
the utilization of Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR) is reasonable given the scarcity of agricultural land in BC 
and Canada. In BC, less than 3% of the province’s total land has the agricultural capability to support the 
production of a range of crops. The permanent loss of these farmlands is inconsistent with long standing 
provincial priorities of farmland preservation. Once these agriculturally-capable soils are paved over, 
they're gone forever and cannot be replaced. How has CP taken into account the preservation of 
agricultural land in BC, as a scarce and important asset? ALR land is essential to BC and Canada's Food 
Security and it's critically important to supporting the region's resilience to floods, droughts and climate 
change, and many other ecosystem services. Knowing this, how can CP justify, in good conscience, using 
this farmland for this project? 

CP provided a response: 
• CP undertook a detailed comparative site evaluation which is posted on the project website. This

comparative site evaluation looked at a number of physical criteria. The site needed to be located
to the west of our Mission bridge, to the east of the Port Coquitlam rail yard, flat, adjacent to our
mainline, and a minimum of 40 hectares in size.

• Out of that study we identified seven potential locations. Five are currently in use for agricultural
production, two are existing business parks. The comparative site evaluation also showed that,
compared to the land that CP already owned, none of the other sites would significantly reduce the
impacts of the project. That is why CP moved forward with our design on this site and we feel it is a
reasonable location for this facility.

• We have had constructive discussions with the ALC, the Pitt Meadows Agricultural Committee, local
farmers, and agricultural producers to understand their perspectives as we move forward in
developing our mitigation measures.

• We recognize and appreciate that we will be taking agricultural land out of production and that is
important to the community. We are asking for feedback on the approaches CP is proposing for the
potential improvement of agriculture within the area, including the reuse of topsoil and
improvement to drainage. Any other ideas that people have in terms of mitigation approaches are
of course welcome.

• One of the potential mitigations that the Pitt Meadows Agricultural Committee identified to us
would be taking the topsoil that's currently on the property proposed for the CP Logistics Park:
Vancouver and moving it to other properties to help improve productivity there.

Oral comments and questions from Member of Parliament, Marc Dalton regarding community concerns: 
Thank you very much for this update and as a Member of Parliament for Pitt Meadows and Maple Ridge, 
I very much value the concerns and opinions of residents. I've lived in the area since 1994 and know first-
hand what life can be like with the shunting and closed crossings. As was the case in the first round of 
consultations, my staff and I observed all the public engagements. During round two, I continue to share 
many of the concerns with the proposal. I know that you're looking to address these here, but there are 
many that I don’t think have been sufficiently addressed, such as the concerning effects on health and 
safety and impacts to quality of life. This project will not officially become a matter before the federal 
government until such time that CP chooses to submit an application to the Canadian Transportation 
Agency (CTA). In the meantime, I will continue to listen the people of the Pitt Meadows and invite residents 
to contact me any time with their concerns. I have a number of questions. Firstly, how high will the noise 
walls be? Secondly, how will you reduce light pollution? My final question is will we see in-person 
consultation if the COVID-19 rules permit it? My hope is that people will be able to participate in-person as 
well as through Zoom.  
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CP provided a response: 
• Thank you, MP Dalton, for your participation in this process we value the feedback that you are

providing to us on behalf of your constituents.
• The noise mitigation wall that was shown in the rendering is approximately six meters tall. At this

time, we have not finished our studies to determine exactly how high the walls need to be.
• Part of the determination of how high they should be will be a result of conversations with our

neighbors who will be living with the noise wall on our shared property line. The rendering shows
them as six meters tall, which is the height required to get above a locomotive. But the refinement
of the height will take place over the coming months as the studies are finalized and we engage
with our neighbors.

• Directional lighting, allows us to aim the beam. It's the type of lighting currently in use at the Pitt
Meadows auto facility. As an example of how we are able to utilize this, we received complaints
from the community shortly after the auto facility went into operation, and we were able to
readjust the light beams to reduce the light trespass and alleviate some of their concerns.

• CP will commit that if the public health guidelines and measures allow, we will conduct our third
round of engagement in-person.

Oral comments and question regarding agricultural land: 
It bothers me the privately owned companies can benefit unfairly from out-of-date regulations specifically 
regarding purchasing ALR land. What other privately owned company in Canada can purchase ALR land, 
which is generally the lowest priced land due to the strict regulations limiting uses of the land, and then 
disregard all those regulations and industrialize the land, therefore converting it into the highest priced 
form of land. In addition to this, the new operations are not even taxed as at an industrial level. This really 
illustrates a completely unlevel playing field that provides a privately owned railway company an unfair 
advantage in land acquisition and development. This privilege becomes harder to justify as society grows 
and evolves, while everyone is talking about supporting Canadian farmers, addressing housing shortages 
and protecting the environment. It blows my mind that a privately owned company like CP is able to abuse 
these outdated regulations and so I personally will be pushing for members of parliament to look at these 
regulations. My question is what other privately owned company in Canada can do that? 

CP provided a response: 
• I cannot speak on behalf of other companies.
• The process CP is subject to is a rigorous federal process led by the CTA. The CTA is tasked with

evaluating our proposal, and comparing it to the interests of localities, as well as our obligations to
the shipping community.

• As part of that process, we are conducting our engagement and undertaking detailed environmental
studies. Once we submit our formal application the CTA, there is a determination of completeness
process.

• They will undertake their own public engagement process, and then the members of the panel will
enter into the decision making and deliberation phase. Coming out of that, if the panel members
elect to approve CP’s proposal, they have the option of attaching various conditions that CP would
then be obligated to meet as we move forward.

Oral comments regarding valued components (VCs):  
I would like to offer my comments on the VCs for the Environmental Effects Evaluation again.  
For the air quality value component, the local area evaluation is currently proposing a 10 by 10-kilometer 
grid. This is completely ineffective to measure local effects of those residents who are going to be living 
beside the CP Logistics Park: Vancouver. The local area evaluation to assess particulates and greenhouse 
gases needs to be much more constrained to be able to see a measurable effect. For the regional 
evaluation area, I also see that the proposed scope is all of British Columbia. I really struggle to see how 
that's a meaningful spatial unit of measurement for greenhouse gas emissions. The historical conditions 
being used for the air quality VC baseline data is proposing stations in Pitt Meadows, Port Coquitlam, 
Port 
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Moody, and Maple Ridge. I don't understand why some of those stations were selected namely, Port 
Moody. I would encourage the consultants conducting this work to select from stations that are more 
representative of the community, for example, Surrey and Langley.  
The regional evaluation area for surface water is proposed to terminate at Ford Road. That seems 
unreasonable given what we know about the hydrology of the area. The regional evaluation area needs to 
be extended south beyond Ford Road to the Fraser River at least, especially considering the proposal is to 
go north of the project all the way to the Pitt River and Pitt Lake, so that applies both to surface water and 
fish resources. The regional evaluation area should be south beyond Ford Road to the Fraser River.  
For utilities and community services, the regional evaluation area needs to include Port Coquitlam, not just 
Pitt Meadows and Maple Ridge, particularly for fire response given PoCo has experience dealing with the 
types of dangerous materials that CP already stores in our community, and that CP hopes to store an 
additional 12 million liters of. I also note that neither of the recreational services noted in the regional 
evaluation area, namely the cycling network and our trail network, has been identified as a potentially 
impacted community service.  
For fish, wildlife, and vegetation, there is need to consider both federal Species at Risk Act legislation, as 
well as the provincial CDC legislation because they have different jurisdictional overlaps and have 
historically captured different threatened species.  
Lastly, for archaeological and heritage resources, I note that the City of Pitt Meadows data sources were 
omitted. The document referenced does not acknowledge the property the City currently owns 17858 Ferry 
Slip Road, which is identified as a heritage property. It fell into disrepair after CP purchased the property 
and the house is to be removed. I note that the eastern boundary of the project, at the grade crossing at 
Harris Road, there is no note of the fact that this project will likely have implications to some of our 
keystone heritage buildings. I encourage the City of Pitt Meadows be added as a data source to ensure that 
other heritage resources are added.  
We’re willing to give the benefit of the doubt to CP that the Terms of Reference is just a draft, but I will 
note there's a number of pretty significant errors in the document. For example, inconsistencies in unit 
train statistics. It's difficult for us to provide meaningful input If the document itself has these kinds of 
errors. The references are wrong, there is reference to the wrong city and project, and hyperlinks are 
missing. I hope it's just because this is a draft document and that it's going to be corrected shortly so we 
can provide meaningful comments.  
I really appreciate the opportunity to offer those comments. My two questions are, why the inconsistency 
with the proposed sound mitigation for this project versus the Pitt Meadows Road and Rail Improvements 
Project (PMRRIP)? I noticed that it has suggested this could be a six-meter sound wall, but it's a six-foot 
fence that's proposed for the PMRRIP. Is it different activities that are trying to justify the different sound 
wall or what's occurring? Second question is how will the site be preloaded if the Kennedy Road overpass is 
not constructed? With the Ford Road detour be used to backfill the site? 

CP provided a response: 
• We would like to thank you for your detailed review of the document. This is exactly why we are 

conducting this round of engagement on the draft Terms of Reference. We want to seek feedback 
from members of the community on a wide variety of topics including technical topics.

• Our team of technical experts is considering the comments you have provided and will be 
providing a detailed response to you, as well as a plain language response in the consideration 
memo.

• Specific to the noise walls, we cannot speak for the other project, where noise studies are being led 
by the Vancouver Fraser Port Authority. Any questions related to their noise studies and the work 
their consultant has done can be directed to them.

• The height of our noise wall has not yet been set; the studies are still ongoing. We are showing the 
rendering at six meters as that is the height required to get over a locomotive. We know along this 
this stretch of track the trains will be moving slowly as they enter, exit and proceed around tracks.

• We will consider the feedback from the neighbors of our shared property once we know the exact 
manner of preloading.
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• For the purposes of the traffic study, we have decided to make the assumption that all of the sand
will arrive by truck. Even though, various methods of sand delivery are being considered and
evaluated. We just wanted to ensure that any potential impacts, and the magnitude of those
potential impacts were properly understood, which is why we included specific to the
transportation study to include the arrival of preload by truck.

Written question regarding liquids transload: 
What volume of fuels are you currently storing in the Lower Mainland? 

CP provided a response: 
• We do not currently have on site storage within the Port Coquitlam liquid transload facility. The 

Port Coquitlam rail yard has bulk storage tanks for CP’s diesel but I do not know the volume of those 
tanks.

• For the summary report, we can work with our fuel team to get the volume of fuel at the Port 
Coquitlam bulk fuel storage tanks.

o There are three bulk fuel tanks at the Port Coquitlam yard that are 925 m³ each.

Written question regarding truck route designation:  
If the City of Pitt Meadows changes the current truck route designation for the Ford Road Detour, what 
effect will that have on CP’s plan for trucking along that route? 

CP provided a response: 
• The anticipated truck traffic from the CP Logistics Park: Vancouver will be moving north on Kennedy

Road to the Lougheed Highway, and then either traveling west over the Pitt River or heading east to
Golden Ears Way.

Written question regarding noise: 
We are aware that trains are not allowed to honk in Pitt Meadows, but they still do. How's this going to be 
controlled once more trains start running? 

CP provided a response: 
• The rules around when trains are allowed to sound horns are laid out in the Canadian Rail Operating

Rules.
• One of the situations where trains may be required to sound their horn is when approaching a

public crossing. The City of Pitt Meadows does have a quiet zone in place so the trains are not
required to sound their horn in that situation.

• Within the rail operating rules, there are other situations where trains are required to sound their
horn, such as if a trespasser is seen on the property. Anytime the locomotive engineer feels that
they need to get someone's attention or alert someone to a potentially unsafe situation as an
example, they are able to sound their horn.

Written question regarding engagement opportunities:   
When you say engage with neighbors regarding noise walls, is that going to be one-on-one meetings or is it 
just through these meetings? What's the process for engaging with neighbors? 

CP provided a response: 
• Specific to the noise walls where we would share a property line, CP plans to reach out and offer

one-on-one conversations.

Written question regarding regulatory process: 
What are the qualifications of the people who are on the CTA panel? 

CP provided a response: 
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• The biographies of the panel members are on the CTA website.
• The CTA has multiple members which can form a panel. The CTA can choose that all members sit on

a panel or a subset of the members identified on the website may form a specific project panel.

Written question regarding the preload:  
How many trucks would then be traveling on Kennedy Road for preload per day? How long would the 
process of preloading take? 

CP provided a response: 
• It is too early to determine the specific number of trucks at this time; we are still undertaking our

detailed engineering.
• We estimate that the preload phase of the project will take about a year to deliver the material to

the site, and then the site will need to sit and consolidate for approximately two years.

Written question regarding traffic and safety: 
How would CP deal with a major traffic accident on Kennedy Road off of Lougheed Highway, such as the 
one in the past few weeks? 

CP provided a response: 
• We are not familiar with the specific accident being referenced.
• CP works with our contractors carefully at all of our facilities to help ensure the fluidity of traffic.

The studies we are undertaking at this time, while grand in nature, also will contemplate temporary
disruptions to traffic.

Oral question regarding agricultural land and project component:  
Clearly the ALC does not support this, with very good reasons. You can't mitigate for paving farmland, it's 
gone forever. I can't think of a more important resource for each and every one of us to protect in food 
production, which obviously we cannot survive without. Considering that there's less than 3% of our 
province that can be used as farm land, it is critical to recognize the potential long-term consequences of 
failing to preserve agricultural land.  
From what I understand abouot the proposed loop track that goes from Kennedy Road to Harris Road, the 
trains are going to be entering the loop track from the mainline south track coming from the east. I want to 
know, are you conducting noise and vibration studies, east of Harris Road to account for these trains 
entering the loop track from this area, as there's likely going to be an increase in dust, noise and vibration 
in this area? No such studies were done in this area when the Vancouver Intermodal Facility was 
constructed. These areas are significantly affected by this facility, which was demonstrated in the BKL 
report. The report indicates that the noise from CP operations exceeds Health Canada guidelines, and no 
mitigation occurred or is going to occur. How can we believe CP will provide proper mitigation for their 
operations when they have not done so in the past for this community? 

CP provided a response: 
• We have to take the question away to our experts to determine the exact limits of our study.
• It is important to note that this project is not anticipated to generate train traffic. This project is a

response to the anticipated increase in train traffic, and our solution to help our customers move
their traffic efficiently.

• We are aligned with the Port of Vancouver and other transportation stakeholders’ projections that
say train traffic is going to grow. This project is about having an efficient solution to handle that
anticipated growth of traffic, as well as the growth of agricultural products that aligns with the
Government of Canada's desire to increase our exports, the growing needs of Metro Vancouver for
fuel products, as well as the growing demand in Metro Vancouver for automobiles.

Oral question regarding traffic: 
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My question is regarding local truck movement estimates. In December 2020 documentation, CP provided 
an estimate that the logistics yard would add an additional 568 daily local truck movements and then most 
recently in June 2021, the estimate rose to 746. This is an increase of 178 local truck movements per day. I 
appreciate that they are estimates, but it's probably not surprising to many in our community that it's an 
increase before shovel has dug into that fertile farm land. It is obviously a concern as this represents a 
massive net increase in local daily truck traffic. Can you explain the reason for the almost 24% increase 
between the December and the June estimate?  

CP provided a response: 
• What you are seeing is the normal iteration of a project. We listened to the Government of Canada

as they conducted their consultation for updating the environmental legislation. A resounding
theme was that people wanted to be involved earlier in the process.

• What you are seeing is a reflection of our openness with the community earlier in the process.
Previously, projects would have just come to the public once all of the answers had been developed
and once the plans were finalized.

• As we talk with our customers about projections for the facility, we continually update our numbers
and our design goes through rounds of updates. What you can be assured of is that when we
present our final proposal to the community in the third round of engagement and file our
submission to the CTA, the work will be done and that will be this facility we are proposing to move
forward with.

Oral question regarding liquids transload and flooding: 
This project is going to be located on a tidally influenced floodplain. This project is also located near a 
seismically active area. I'm concerned about your fuel tank and the potential for it to rupture should 
something of this nature happen. The potential impact could be devastating for the surface waters, 
groundwaters, agricultural activities in the area, and fisheries. Cleaning up after fuel spills is very expensive 
and time consuming and it would affect our community for a very extended time. With that in mind, what 
is CP planning to do to minimize these kinds of impacts from cataclysmic or catastrophic events? 

CP provided a response: 
• We want to start by assuring you that CP has engaged a team of professional engineers to ensure

that our facility is safe. We have already completed our geotechnical investigations to ensure that
the engineers understand the ground beneath our site.

• We are developing our regional drainage models to ensure that we will not cause an impact to
neighbors into the community and that our infrastructure is located at an appropriate elevation in
anticipation of future flooding.

• Our engineers are incorporating the required earthquake standards to ensure the resiliency of this
facility. CP would not propose something that is not safe and we have engaged a team of highly
qualified engineers to help us ensure that.

Written questions regarding liquids transload: 
What about houses that do not directly share a property line, but may have a small street between them? 
Will they be consulted one-on-one?  

CP provided a response: 
• We would encourage anybody that has specific concerns to reach out to us through

engage@cplogisticspark.ca.
• If people are interested in a one-on-one conversation, please reach out to us.

4. Closing
Chris Chok invited Joe Van Humbeck to provide closing remarks. 

mailto:engage@cplogisticspark.ca
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Joe Van Humbeck provided closing remarks, which included thanking attendees for their participation 
and feedback and directing attendees to the website at cplogisticspark.ca to learn more about the 
project and fill out a feedback form.  

The virtual open house ended at 7:04pm. 
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	Previous engagement and next steps
	Previous engagement and next steps
	The first round of public engagement about the proposed CP Logistics Park: Vancouver took place between December 2, 2020 and January 15, 2021. During this time, CP introduced the proposed project and sought feedback on valued components (VCs) of importance to the community. A summary report and a consideration memo for the first round of consultation are posted on the project website at . 
	cplogisticspark.ca

	During the first round of consultation, community members expressed interest or concerns in the following areas:
	Environment: air quality, wildlife protection, water management
	• 

	Community: amenities, light, noise, vibration, visual impacts, agriculture
	• 

	Safety
	• 

	Traffic: truck and rail traffic
	• 

	Throughout the spring of 2021, CP’s project team considered community feedback and continued to progress with site analysis and project development. CP’s environmental experts have defined the scope and objectives of the technical studies, which can be found on pages 7–21 of this discussion guide. 
	This round of public engagement seeks feedback on the identified study objectives and potential mitigation approaches. A third round of public engagement will take place prior to the submission of CP’s application to the Canadian Transportation Agency (CTA), and will focus on the results of the Environmental Effects Evaluation (EEE) as well as proposed mitigation approaches. 
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	What is the CP Logistics Park: Vancouver?
	What is the CP Logistics Park: Vancouver?

	CP is proposing to construct a multi-modal, multi-commodity transload and logistics facility adjacent to its Vancouver Intermodal Facility in Pitt Meadows, B.C., to better service CP’s rail customers and meet increased rail demand in Canada’s largest trade gateway. The expansion will be named the CP Logistics Park: Vancouver and is subject to regulatory approval. 
	CP is proposing to construct a multi-modal, multi-commodity transload and logistics facility adjacent to its Vancouver Intermodal Facility in Pitt Meadows, B.C., to better service CP’s rail customers and meet increased rail demand in Canada’s largest trade gateway. The expansion will be named the CP Logistics Park: Vancouver and is subject to regulatory approval. 
	With CP’s existing facilities nearing capacity, this proposed project would create a critical piece of rail infrastructure to keep Canadian goods moving, create and sustain jobs and build confidence in Canada as a strong and sustainable global trading partner. A modern facility will also be better equipped to address the needs of nearby communities.
	The proposed project is located on 41 hectares of CP-owned land on the south side of CP’s existing Vancouver Intermodal Facility, east of Kennedy Road, and is directly accessible to a major highway. An important feature of the proposed facility is its proximity to the Metro Vancouver market. It is also within 40 kilometres of the Port of Vancouver, which minimizes the distance that goods are required to travel by train or truck once containerized. Reducing the distance rail cars need to travel is more effic

	Did you know? 
	Did you know? 
	As a federally regulated railway, CP is subject to “common carrier” obligations as defined in sections 113 to 115 of the Canada Transportation Act. Under its common carrier obligations, CP is required to meet the transportation needs of all rail shippers, including those operating in the agricultural, automotive and transportation fuel sectors.
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	During the first round of consultation, CP shared a basic project map with the major components of the project identified at a high level. Below, more details are provided about the detailed elements of the three main project components. The proposed project has the following major rail and transload components: 
	During the first round of consultation, CP shared a basic project map with the major components of the project identified at a high level. Below, more details are provided about the detailed elements of the three main project components. The proposed project has the following major rail and transload components: 
	Agricultural hub where Canadian agricultural products will be received by rail and transloaded to shipping containers for distribution in custom allotments around the world. This hub will consist of:
	1. 

	A loop track to facilitate the unloading of 8500-foot-long grain unit trains
	• 

	An enclosed railcar unloading building to allow the emptying of railcars 
	• 

	Approximately 30 grain silos (1250 tonne) to allow the efficient handling of the product
	• 

	A container loading building to permit the loading of shipping containers while they remain on truck chassis
	• 

	Auto lot to receive North American-made automobiles destined for local distributors and specifically designed to accommodate electric vehicles. This hub will consist of:
	2. 

	Rail unloading tracks where the vehicles will be driven off of the autocarriers
	• 

	Truck loading lanes where vehicles are lined up and driven on to local delivery trucks
	• 

	Approximately 2000 vehicle staging stalls
	• 

	Liquids transload and rail facility for transportation fuels (including ethanol) and other liquid commodities to serve demand in Metro Vancouver. This hub will consist of:
	3. 

	Two fixed infrastructure unloading pods
	• 

	Each pod will have a dual sided unloading rack, twelve 3000-barrel temporary buffering tanks, a truck loading area capable of loading three trucks at a time.
	 
	–

	Two direct railcar-to-truck loading lanes
	• 

	Railway support infrastructure consisting of:
	4. 

	Arrival / departure trackage extending east of the facility within CP’s existing right of way
	• 

	Railcar sorting and staging tracks
	• 

	Other supporting infrastructure consisting of:
	5. 

	Office buildings and utility services
	• 

	Security and lighting infrastructure
	• 

	Stormwater management infrastructure
	• 

	Internal road network and employee parking areas
	• 

	CP purchased this site a number of years ago because it is close to our existing facilities and it fits other important technical requirements, including: 
	West of the District of Mission;
	• 

	A minimum of 40 hectares with a minimum length of 1,250 metres;
	• 

	Parallel and adjacent to CP’s existing mainline; and
	• 

	Flat topography (Slope ≤ 0.5 %).
	• 
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	Growth in Canadian trade
	Growth in Canadian trade
	Growth in Canadian trade is driving the need for transportation infrastructure, including the proposed project. For example, CP is seeing continuous increased demand for the shipping of agriculture products, as demonstrated by consecutive record-breaking crop shipping years. 
	Legislative mandate
	Canada’s west coast ports are growing to handle rising demand, and the proposed CP Logistics Park: Vancouver will help maintain a strong supply chain. CP has a legislated mandate to move the goods and products offered to them, and providing this critical service is a core value to CP.
	Population Growth 
	Metro Vancouver’s population is projected to grow by one million residents over the next 30 years. More infrastructure capacity is needed to continue supplying the regional market with goods and generating high-quality employment opportunities. Moving more goods by rail and removing trucks from local roads will also help alleviate congestion and reduce emissions. This project will increase efficiencies across the trade network and enable CP to meet the future needs of shippers.

	Agriculture, Agri-Food and Seafood Exports, 2005–2025 ($ billions)1020304050607080902005Source: Statistics Canada and Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada (AAFC) calculationsAgriculture exports growth forecastExport SalesTarget (3.5% annual growth rate)2009$85.0 B Target$64.6 B2013201720212025
	Millions of people2.503.003.504.004.502021Source: Metro Vancouver Regional DistrictMetro Vancouver 2050 population growth forecastProjection Range, +/-15% GrowthProjection, Base Scenario20253.8 Million2.8 Million20302035204020452050
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	This proposed project would create critical infrastructure to keep Canadian goods moving, create and sustain jobs and build confidence in Canada as a strong and sustainable global trading partner. 
	This proposed project would create critical infrastructure to keep Canadian goods moving, create and sustain jobs and build confidence in Canada as a strong and sustainable global trading partner. 
	The proposed project will result in a variety of economic, environmental and community benefits, including: 
	Economic benefits
	 

	Increasing market access for inbound and outbound shipments; 
	• 

	Helping Canadian farmers access markets in Asia, including for specialty products; 
	• 

	Creating quality direct and indirect jobs in transportation, agriculture and other industries; 
	• 

	Adding capacity to support Canadian and provincial trade goals; 
	• 

	Strengthening Canada’s economic competitiveness by improving the efficiency of railways; and 
	• 

	Contributing to economic growth following the COVID-19 downturn. 
	• 

	Environmental benefits
	 

	Cutting emissions by reducing the number of empty containers being shipped to Asia and increasing supply chain efficiency; 
	• 

	Reducing greenhouse gas emissions by shifting goods movement from truck to rail, reducing the number of truck movements on regional highways; and
	• 

	Adding a modernized auto lot that includes electric vehicle charging stations to help suppliers meet anticipated growth in demand for electric vehicles in British Columbia. 
	• 

	Community benefits
	 

	Providing approximately 150–250 direct jobs as well as contracting opportunities for local residents and businesses; 
	• 

	Creating hundreds of jobs during construction and supporting indirect employment throughout the community; and 
	• 

	Contributing $4.1 million annually towards local and provincial taxes once the proposed project is complete, combined with existing taxes.
	• 
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	What is the Environmental Effects Evaluation?
	What is the Environmental Effects Evaluation?
	The Environmental Effects Evaluation (EEE) is being undertaken to consider potential changes to the natural environment and the impact of these changes on the local community, interested Indigenous communities and on the local health, social and economic conditions. 
	The EEE is a requirement of the Canadian Transportation Agency (CTA) approval process and will assist CP in identifying potential effects of the project and mitigation approaches. The scope of the issues considered in the EEE includes biophysical, socio-economics, heritage-cultural, and human health interests, referred to as valued components (VCs). 

	What are valued components (VCs)?
	What are valued components (VCs)?
	Valued components are components of the natural and human environment that are considered by the proponent (CP), the public, Indigenous communities, technical specialists and government agencies to have scientific, ecological, economic, social, cultural, archaeological, historical or other importance. 

	Evaluation Areas
	Evaluation Areas
	The evaluation of environmental effects in the EEE is supported by VC-specific local and regional evaluation areas. Evaluation areas are spatial areas over which effects on a specific VC may occur and include effects that may extend beyond the project footprint. 
	As an example, the Local Evaluation Area (LEA) and Regional Evaluation Areas (REA) for the socio-economic VC are shown in the map below. LEAs and REAs for other VCs are described in the Terms of Reference. 

	Lougheed HwyHarris Rd132 Ave216 StTrans Canada HwyPitt RiverFraser RiverCoquitlamPort CoquitlamPitt MeadowsMaple RidgeMissionAbbotsfordLangleySurreyProject AreaCP Main LineREA (displayed in inset map)Katzie First NationKwikwetlem First NationLEA
	What is the Project Area?
	What is the Project Area?
	The Project Area encompasses the area that will be occupied by the project components and activities.
	What is Local Evaluation Area?
	The Local Evaluation Area (LEA) is defined as the area where there may be measurable changes to the natural and human environment resulting from the proposed project and proposed activities. LEAs are VC specific and include the area where there is a reasonable potential for the project-related activities to interact with and potentially affect the VC. 
	What is Regional Evaluation Area?
	The Regional Evaluation Area (REA) includes areas where there could be interactions between project-related residual effects (i.e., effects not completely eliminated by mitigation approaches) and residual effects from other regional projects and activities. The establishment of the REA supports the assessment of potential cumulative effects of the project. 

	Environmental Effects Evaluation Continued
	Environmental Effects Evaluation Continued

	What is the status of the Environmental Effects Evaluation?
	What is the status of the Environmental Effects Evaluation?
	The EEE is still under development and the results will be available in next round of community consultation. CP is currently in Phase 2 (Scoping) of the Project Assessment and Review Process. In this phase, engagement is being undertaken to gain a detailed understanding of key issues and interests raised by the public so that the issues can be meaningfully considered in the EEE.
	The following sections of the discussion guide outline the various subjects addressed in the ongoing EEE. For each section, the discussion guide shares information regarding the existing conditions in the area, EEE study objectives and potential mitigation approaches being considered by CP.
	Topics from the EEE addressed in the following pages include:
	Environment (pages 9–13)
	Air quality
	• 

	Wildlife
	• 

	Fish and fish habitat
	• 

	Vegetation and wetlands
	• 

	Surface drainage and groundwater 
	• 

	Community (Pages 14–17)
	Agriculture
	• 

	Noise, vibration and light 
	• 

	Utilities and community services 
	• 

	Human health 
	• 

	Culture (Pages 18–19)
	Archaeological and heritage resources
	• 

	Current use of lands and resources for traditional purposes
	• 

	Safety (Page 20)
	Transportation (Page 21)

	Image
	Artist’s rendering looking east from Trans Canada Trail (subject to change)
	Artist’s rendering looking east from Trans Canada Trail (subject to change)
	Artist’s rendering looking east from Trans Canada Trail (subject to change)
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	Environment – Air quality
	Environment – Air quality

	Round 1 – What we heard: 
	Round 1 – What we heard: 
	Concerns about:
	• 

	effects to local air quality and human health
	 
	–

	an increase in greenhouse gas emissions
	 
	–

	dust from preloading and construction
	 
	–


	Air quality is integral to the health and wellbeing of people living in the local and regional airshed, and also plays an important role in economic activities such as agriculture, recreation and tourism. The EEE is undertaken to understand what project activities have the potential to interact with air quality during site preparation, construction and operation. The air quality effects evaluation results will be used to support other evaluations including agriculture and human health.
	Air quality is integral to the health and wellbeing of people living in the local and regional airshed, and also plays an important role in economic activities such as agriculture, recreation and tourism. The EEE is undertaken to understand what project activities have the potential to interact with air quality during site preparation, construction and operation. The air quality effects evaluation results will be used to support other evaluations including agriculture and human health.
	Existing conditions:
	Air quality in the Metro Vancouver region has improved over the past decade and remained below the relevant air quality criteria in 2019; and
	• 

	Key contaminants of concern in the Pitt Meadows area are particulate matter and nitrogen dioxide which are projected to rise even without the proposed project. 
	• 

	Study objectives:
	The key objectives are to determine the potential effects of the proposed project on local and regional air quality, including:
	Describing project-related sources of air emissions (i.e., particulate matter, nitrogen dioxide, sulphur dioxide, volatile organic compounds and greenhouse gases) that may be generated as a result of construction and operation of the proposed project; and 
	• 

	Evaluating potential changes in air quality (i.e., ambient concentrations of air contaminants) as a result of project-related air emissions. 
	• 

	Potential mitigation approaches:
	Pending completion of the EEE, approaches to mitigate potential effects on air quality that may be applied include:
	Implement construction management protocols to minimize emissions from construction equipment and fugitive dust emissions from construction activities; and
	• 

	Implement dust collection systems at the agricultural products site and vapour recovery units at the liquids transload site during operation.
	• 
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	Environment – Wildlife 
	Environment – Wildlife 

	Round 1 – What we heard: 
	Round 1 – What we heard: 
	Concerns that the facility might lead to effects on wildlife, including loss of habitat
	• 


	Wildlife and wildlife habitat is of interest to local and regional communities including Indigenous communities as they support cultural practices as well as recreational and conservation activities. Project activities have the potential to interact with wildlife and their habitat during pre-construction, construction and operation of the proposed project. 
	Wildlife and wildlife habitat is of interest to local and regional communities including Indigenous communities as they support cultural practices as well as recreational and conservation activities. Project activities have the potential to interact with wildlife and their habitat during pre-construction, construction and operation of the proposed project. 
	Existing conditions:
	Pitt Meadows has an abundance of wildlife habitat including watercourses, grassland and treed areas. These areas provide a range of habitat values (i.e., breeding, foraging, nesting) for a variety of wildlife types including birds, small mammals and amphibians. The Project Area is known to support valuable wildlife species including bats, great blue herons, barn swallows, common nighthawks, beavers and black-tailed deer. 
	Study objectives:
	The key objectives are to determine the potential effects of the proposed project on wildlife and wildlife habitat through:
	Confirming the presence of specific wildlife species and wildlife habitat in the Project Area;
	• 

	Identifying direct effects (i.e., mortality risk and reductions in area of specific habitat types) on wildlife and wildlife habitat as a result of footprint effects of the proposed project; and 
	• 

	Identifying potential indirect effects on wildlife such as increased sensory disturbance and changes in habitat quality as a result of project-related noise and light.
	• 

	Potential mitigation approaches:
	Pending completion of the EEE, approaches to mitigate potential effects on the wildlife and wildlife habitat may include:
	Limiting vegetation clearing and soil stripping to the minimum required;
	• 

	Performing clearing or stripping activities outside of the wildlife breeding windows; 
	• 

	Reducing noise and light disturbance on habitat during construction;
	• 

	Re-establishing vegetative cover in disturbed areas following construction; and
	• 

	Implementing habitat offsetting including habitat creation or restoration and establishing nesting structures.
	• 
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	Environment – Fish and fish habitat
	Environment – Fish and fish habitat

	Round 1 – What we heard: 
	Round 1 – What we heard: 
	Concerns about how the facility might affect waterways including Fraser River, Pitt River, Katzie Slough and Cook Slough 
	• 

	Comments about preservation of the natural environment, including concern about potential habitat loss
	• 


	Watercourses in the project area, including those that support fish and fish habitat such as Katzie Slough, are valued by residents of Pitt Meadows, Maple Ridge and Indigenous communities. Project activities have the potential to interact with, and adversely effect, fish and fish habitat during both construction and operation.
	Watercourses in the project area, including those that support fish and fish habitat such as Katzie Slough, are valued by residents of Pitt Meadows, Maple Ridge and Indigenous communities. Project activities have the potential to interact with, and adversely effect, fish and fish habitat during both construction and operation.
	Existing conditions:
	Katzie Slough flows adjacent to agricultural and residential areas of Pitt Meadows and Maple Ridge and connects waterways and ditches between the Fraser River, Pitt River and the Alouette River. Riparian areas of Katzie Slough in the vicinity of the Project Area are directly adjacent to agricultural and residential development. While Katzie Slough does support aquatic life including fish, flood control structures limit access for fish and development on adjacent land adversely influences water quality. Base
	Study objectives:
	The key objectives are to determine the potential effects of the proposed project on fish and fish habitat values through:
	Confirming the presence and absence of native fish species and the quality of fish habitat in the Project Area; 
	• 

	Determining the extent and nature of effects on fish habitat as a result of project construction and operation; and
	• 

	Identifying opportunities for minimizing potential effects to fish habitat during the design of the project, including drainage-related infrastructure.
	• 

	Potential mitigation approaches:
	Pending completion of the EEE, approaches to mitigate potential effects on the fish and fish habitat VC that may be applied include:
	Reducing riparian disturbance and maintaining riparian setbacks;
	• 

	Implementing erosion and sedimentation control mitigation approaches during construction and operation;
	• 

	Conducting habitat restoration activities as part of project construction; and 
	• 

	Completing habitat offsetting for areas of unavoidable footprint effects on habitat.
	• 


	Environment – Vegetation and wetlands 
	Environment – Vegetation and wetlands 

	Round 1 – What we heard: 
	Round 1 – What we heard: 
	Concern related to wetlands and interconnected waterways 
	• 

	Comments about the preservation of the natural environment, including effects on vegetation
	• 


	Wetlands and interconnected waterways are valued by the community and Indigenous communities, and are also important to the maintenance of vegetated areas within the Project Area. Project activities have the potential to interact with vegetation and wetlands, including ecosystems and species of management concern, during construction and operation. 
	Wetlands and interconnected waterways are valued by the community and Indigenous communities, and are also important to the maintenance of vegetated areas within the Project Area. Project activities have the potential to interact with vegetation and wetlands, including ecosystems and species of management concern, during construction and operation. 
	Existing conditions:
	The Project Area is primarily comprised of land under agricultural production. Outside of agricultural lands, vegetation largely consists of non-native and invasive species including Himalayan blackberry and reed canarygrass. Some individual or small clumps of deciduous trees, including cottonwood and red alder, are present along the existing rail right of way and north of Katzie Slough. 
	Study objectives:
	The key objectives are to determine the potential effects of the proposed project on vegetation and wetland values through:
	Confirming the presence and location of specific vegetation species and wetlands with a focus on species of management concern including: at-risk species listed under federal legislation, invasive plants and plants of Indigenous interest; and
	• 

	Identifying direct effects on vegetation and wetland values as a result of footprint effects of the proposed project.
	• 

	Potential mitigation approaches:
	Pending completion of the EEE, approaches to mitigate potential effects on the vegetation and wetland VC that may be applied include:
	Minimizing removal and edge effects to native vegetation and ecological communities and retaining riparian vegetation; 
	• 

	Proper handling of noxious weeds and revegetation of temporarily disturbed areas; and
	• 

	Restoring and offsetting habitat loss as part of offsetting approaches focused on addressing effects on fish and fish habitat and wildlife and wildlife habitat. 
	• 
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	Environment – Surface drainage and groundwater
	Environment – Surface drainage and groundwater

	Round 1 – What we heard: 
	Round 1 – What we heard: 
	Concerns about: 
	• 

	construction pollutions/sediments entering the surface drainage system, and potential effects on ecosystem;
	 
	–

	ditches being blocked and the risk of flooding in adjacent agricultural lands;
	 
	–

	high runoff flow from the developed lands and the risk of flow into adjacent agricultural lands.
	 
	–


	Surface and ground water quality, and efficient surface water drainage in lowlands and floodplains such as Katzie Watershed, are important features for ecosystems and agricultural activities adjacent to the Project Area. Project activities have the potential to alter surface and groundwater water quality in the event that harmful substances enter the surface water or groundwater. Also, there is potential for construction and operation activities to directly and indirectly influence the quantity of water and
	Surface and ground water quality, and efficient surface water drainage in lowlands and floodplains such as Katzie Watershed, are important features for ecosystems and agricultural activities adjacent to the Project Area. Project activities have the potential to alter surface and groundwater water quality in the event that harmful substances enter the surface water or groundwater. Also, there is potential for construction and operation activities to directly and indirectly influence the quantity of water and
	Existing conditions:
	Land use in the Project Area is primarily agricultural and is supported by drainage infrastructure including tillage lines and nearby ditches and channels including Katzie Slough and Cook Slough. Hydrogeological conditions in the areas are defined by the low permeability of soils (leading to run off to adjacent drainage features) as well as a sand aquifer that supports existing water wells and is likely hydraulically connected to Pitt River. 
	Study objectives: 
	The key objectives are to determine the potential effects of the proposed project on hydrology and groundwater values through:
	Confirming existing hydrology and groundwater conditions within the Project Area, including describing how the existing drainage system operates; 
	• 

	Describing how hydrology and groundwater conditions, including water quality, might be impacted by construction and operation; 
	• 

	Modelling potential changes in hydrology that may result in effects on drainage conditions and agricultural operations within and adjacent to the Project Area; and
	• 

	Identifying potential opportunities for drainage enhancements that could be integrated into the proposed project design. 
	• 

	Potential mitigation approaches:
	Pending completion of the EEE, approaches to mitigate potential effects on hydrology, drainage and groundwater values that may be applied include:
	Implementing erosion and sediment control and spill prevention and response approaches during construction to mitigate surface runoff and contaminant pathways to protect water quality; and
	• 

	Integration of infrastructure into the proposed project design to mitigate potential effects on hydrology and groundwater during operations including: stormwater retention ponds, ditches/culverts to control rate of release and discharge and the use of oil/water separators to protect water quality in adjacent water courses and drainage features.
	• 


	Community – Agriculture
	Community – Agriculture

	Round 1 – What we heard: 
	Round 1 – What we heard: 
	Concerns about loss of agricultural land from the Agricultural Land Reserve, and potential effects on local farms
	• 

	Questions about drainage, potential flooding, nearby watercourses and other factors that have the potential to influence agricultural operations
	• 

	Balancing the importance of rail to get agricultural products to market with the importance of preserving farmland
	• 


	Agriculture has economic and biophysical importance to Pitt Meadows and the broader Metro Vancouver region. Pitt Meadows is an important contributor to food security in the Lower Mainland, and is recognized for its favourable climate and soil. The EEE is being undertaken to understand what project activities have the potential to interact with agricultural use during construction and operational phases. 
	Agriculture has economic and biophysical importance to Pitt Meadows and the broader Metro Vancouver region. Pitt Meadows is an important contributor to food security in the Lower Mainland, and is recognized for its favourable climate and soil. The EEE is being undertaken to understand what project activities have the potential to interact with agricultural use during construction and operational phases. 
	Existing conditions:
	The Project Area is primarily agricultural, used for blueberry and forage production. The agricultural capability of lands in the proposed project footprint is influenced by soil moisture and drainage conditions. Lands within the proposed project footprint are primarily Class 2 (minor limitations to production) and 3 (moderate limitations to production), with a small area that is Class 4 (limitations that require special management or can support a restricted range of crops).
	Study objectives:
	The key objectives are to determine the potential effects of the proposed project on biophysical values and infrastructure that support agriculture including: 
	Agricultural drainage and irrigation systems, both in terms of quantity and quality;
	• 

	Soil quality and quantity available for farming; and
	• 

	The transportation of agricultural goods and services. 
	• 

	Potential mitigation approaches:
	Pending completion of the EEE, approaches to mitigate or offset potential effects on agriculture that may be applied include:
	Considering options for re-use of topsoil;
	• 

	Stormwater management approaches to protect local drainage and irrigation capability; and
	• 

	Spill prevention and response approaches to avoid water or soil contamination. 
	• 
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	Artist’s rendering from the corner of McTavish Rd. and Green Rd. looking northwest (subject to change)
	Artist’s rendering from the corner of McTavish Rd. and Green Rd. looking northwest (subject to change)
	Artist’s rendering from the corner of McTavish Rd. and Green Rd. looking northwest (subject to change)


	Community – Noise, vibration and light
	Community – Noise, vibration and light

	Round 1 – What we heard: 
	Round 1 – What we heard: 
	Concerns about:
	• 

	light spill from the facility onto nearby properties, and any human health implications
	 
	–

	the introduction of infrastructure into the existing view scape
	 
	–

	noise from CP’s existing operations, and whether the proposed project would lead to an increase 
	 
	–

	vibration at nearby properties from existing operations, and whether the proposed project would lead to an increase
	 
	–


	Minimizing potential noise, vibration and light is a priority in order to limit potential disturbance effects on adjacent communities and residents. The EEE is being undertaken to understand what project activities have the potential to cause noise, vibration and light during site preparation, construction and operation and determine how avoid or minimize disturbance effects.
	Minimizing potential noise, vibration and light is a priority in order to limit potential disturbance effects on adjacent communities and residents. The EEE is being undertaken to understand what project activities have the potential to cause noise, vibration and light during site preparation, construction and operation and determine how avoid or minimize disturbance effects.
	Existing conditions:
	Existing conditions in the Project Area reflect the current land use and are influenced by the existing rail operations, adjacency to regional transportation networks and existing agricultural activities. Noise levels in the local community vary by location depending on directly adjacent land uses. Vibration levels near the Project Area are below levels that would be detectable, while existing light conditions are strongly influenced by operations at the existing railyard, industrial lands to the west (acro
	Study objectives: 
	The key objectives are to determine the potential effects of the proposed project on conditions in adjacent areas, and identify opportunities to mitigate such effects through:
	Confirming existing noise, vibration and light conditions adjacent to the Project Area; 
	• 

	Estimating daytime and nighttime noise levels at sensitive receptors during construction and operational phases and comparing estimates to existing levels and applicable criteria;
	• 

	Estimating vibration levels at sensitive receptors to identify risk of disturbance impacts on nearby infrastructure; and 
	• 

	Identifying areas of potential light spill and sky glow in comparison to recommended values, with consideration for light design to minimize effects.
	• 

	Potential mitigation approaches:
	Artist’s rendering of noise wall (looking northwest) from corner of Advent Rd. and 188th St, which extends to the east (subject to change). 
	Pending completion of the EEE, approaches to mitigate potential effects associated with noise, light and vibration, that may be applied include:
	Constructing permanent noise walls at locations where noise levels are anticipated to result in substantial increases in noise and disturbance to adjacent land uses;
	• 

	Developing construction plans including best practices to minimize noise and light effects on adjacent areas; and
	• 

	Selecting lighting designs to minimize trespass to neighbouring residences and sky glow.
	• 
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	Community – Utilities and community services
	Community – Utilities and community services

	Round 1 – What we heard: 
	Round 1 – What we heard: 
	Comments about community amenities near the project, including the walking and cycling paths, the BMX park and the West Coast Express
	• 


	Utilities and community services were selected for the EEE because of the presence of important community infrastructure in the project area that has the potential to be impacted by proposed project activities. The operation of this infrastructure is important to the well-being of adjacent residents and communities, Indigenous communities, as well as businesses. During construction and operation, project activities have the potential to affect community services including outdoor recreation and local utilit
	Utilities and community services were selected for the EEE because of the presence of important community infrastructure in the project area that has the potential to be impacted by proposed project activities. The operation of this infrastructure is important to the well-being of adjacent residents and communities, Indigenous communities, as well as businesses. During construction and operation, project activities have the potential to affect community services including outdoor recreation and local utilit
	Existing conditions:
	Utilities, infrastructure and community services associated with the Project Area include those developed and operated by local municipalities, as well as utility providers such BC Hydro and FortisBC. Pitt Meadows and Maple Ridge have an extensive system of public utilities that provide local residents with waste and recycling systems, as well as water and sewage. Utility providers deliver electricity and gas distribution infrastructure to support local residents and businesses. Community services also incl
	Study objectives:
	The key objectives are to determine the potential effects of the project on utilities and community services through:
	Identifying existing municipal infrastructure, utilities and community services within the Project Area;
	• 

	Describing how construction and operational activities can have a direct effect on the operation of existing infrastructure;
	• 

	Describing where construction and operational activities have the potential to affect the delivery of community services, as well as access to/quality of recreational activities supported by local infrastructure; and
	• 

	Identifying opportunities, through project design refinements, to avoid impacts to utilities and community services. 
	• 

	Potential mitigation approaches:
	Pending completion of the EEE, approaches to mitigate potential effects associated with utilities and community services that may be applied include:
	Working with municipalities to develop plans to avoid, or mitigate, potential impacts on infrastructure and comply with applicable engineering standards; 
	• 

	Working with emergency response providers to develop plans for ensuring response times during construction and operations are maintained; 
	• 

	Implementing mitigation to avoid or minimize disturbance effects, such as light and noise, that can impact recreational activities on adjacent land; 
	• 

	Coordinating with utility providers to determine ways to minimize impacts to existing utilities and facilitate new connections required by the project; and
	• 

	Developing access management plans, including community advisories on pre-construction and construction activities, to minimize impacts to recreational activities on adjacent lands.
	• 


	Community – Human health
	Community – Human health

	Round 1 – What we heard: 
	Round 1 – What we heard: 
	Concerns about potential human health effects related to air quality 
	• 

	Concerns about potential human health effects from noise, vibration and light on neighbouring residences
	• 


	Human health may be affected by changes in environmental quality, including changes to air quality, noise and vibration, light, water quality and soil quality. The EEE is being undertaken to understand how project activities may interact with environmental quality and affect human health during site preparation, construction and operation. 
	Human health may be affected by changes in environmental quality, including changes to air quality, noise and vibration, light, water quality and soil quality. The EEE is being undertaken to understand how project activities may interact with environmental quality and affect human health during site preparation, construction and operation. 
	Existing conditions:
	Human health in the Project Area is influenced by local and regional land use and associated trends in the physical environment such as air quality, water quality and exposure to noise. Current land uses, including the existing intermodal yard, agricultural lands and local and regional transportation infrastructure, influence air quality, water quality and noise, which has the potential to influence human health risk.
	Study objectives:
	The key objectives are to determine potential effects of the proposed project on human health through potential changes in the physical environment by:
	Considering changes in the physical environment (i.e., air quality, noise, water quality etc.) and the extent to which such changes could result in adverse effects to human health; 
	• 

	Comparing potential changes in health risk associated with the project with established thresholds; and 
	• 

	Evaluating the anticipated effectiveness of mitigation proposed, to address changes in the physical environment, and avoid or minimize adverse effects on human health. 
	• 

	Potential mitigation approaches:
	Pending completion of the EEE, approaches to mitigate potential effects on human health will include:
	Mitigation associated with the evaluation of air quality, noise, accidents and malfunctions; and
	• 

	Additional mitigation approaches that may emerge through ongoing engagement activities. 
	• 
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	Culture – Archaeological and heritage resources 
	Culture – Archaeological and heritage resources 

	Round 1 – What we heard: 
	Round 1 – What we heard: 
	Concerns about the preservation of Pitt Meadows’ neighbourhood character and heritage, including heritage buildings 
	• 


	Archaeological and heritage resources represent the tangible components of past human groups and are culturally meaningful in understanding the past and supporting cultural continuity.
	Archaeological and heritage resources represent the tangible components of past human groups and are culturally meaningful in understanding the past and supporting cultural continuity.
	Existing conditions:
	Preliminary archaeological studies indicate that there are previously recorded archaeological resources within two km of the Project Area. However, none of the recorded resources were within the proposed Project Area. 
	Study objectives:
	The key objectives related to the archaeology study are to: 
	Confirm the presence or absence of previously unrecorded archaeological and heritage resources within the Project Area; and
	• 

	Determine how project-related activities might interact with archaeology or heritage resources that are confirmed to be present. 
	• 

	Potential mitigation approaches:
	Pending completion of the EEE, approaches to avoid or mitigate potential effects on archaeology and heritage resources that may be applied include:
	Implementation of an archaeological and heritage management plan during construction, including an archaeological chance find procedure;
	• 

	Archaeological monitoring during construction should areas of high archaeological potential be identified; and 
	• 

	Project design changes be reviewed by a qualified archaeological professional.
	• 
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	Culture – Current use of lands and resources for traditional purposes 
	Culture – Current use of lands and resources for traditional purposes 
	Historically, Indigenous Peoples used the areas around the proposed Project Area for traditional use activities including fishing, plant harvesting, hunting, trapping and ceremonial purposes. This is validated by previously recorded archaeological resources located within two km of the Project Area. CP is currently engaging with Indigenous communities who have overlapping interests with the project to determine current use of the proposed Project Area for traditional use activities.
	Existing conditions:
	Indigenous communities still practice many of their traditional use activities. Existing agriculture, commercial/industrial and residential land uses in and around the Project Area provides limited opportunities for Indigenous People to practice traditional use activities. 
	Study objectives:
	The objectives of the current use of lands and resources for traditional purposes chapter in the EEE are to consider and incorporate any Indigenous Knowledge and traditional use information provided by potentially affected Indigenous communities into the EEE and to identify mitigation and enhancement approaches to address any potential project-related effects to Indigenous current use.
	Potential mitigation approaches:
	CP continues to work with Indigenous communities to discuss potential mitigation approaches to address any potential project-related effects to current use.

	Safety
	Safety

	Round 1 – What we heard: 
	Round 1 – What we heard: 
	Concerns about: 
	• 

	the safe storage of fuels, grains and other dangerous goods
	 
	–

	capacity of local fire department to address fire events at the proposed facility
	 
	–

	Comments about the importance of safety in general
	• 


	Accidents and equipment malfunctions are being evaluated to understand potential hazards and risks during construction and operation of the proposed project. The EEE will inform minimum safeguards required to prevent accidents and malfunctions, in addition to informing contingency procedures such as emergency preparedness and response systems in the event of an accident or malfunction event. Pitt Meadows and Maple Ridge share health care facilities and each also has its own dedicated fire and rescue service
	Accidents and equipment malfunctions are being evaluated to understand potential hazards and risks during construction and operation of the proposed project. The EEE will inform minimum safeguards required to prevent accidents and malfunctions, in addition to informing contingency procedures such as emergency preparedness and response systems in the event of an accident or malfunction event. Pitt Meadows and Maple Ridge share health care facilities and each also has its own dedicated fire and rescue service
	Evaluation objectives:
	The assessment will identify plausible accident and malfunction scenarios, both major and minor. Scenarios identified as being major will undergo a quantitative risk assessment, while a minor scenario would be assessed qualitatively. Accidents and malfunction scenarios being contemplated include spills, train or truck accidents, and fire emergency events. 
	The risk assessment will assess the likelihood of the scenario occurring, consequence in the event of the scenario occurring and the overall level of risk to environmental and community receptors. It will also identify the safeguards and procedures in place to prevent, minimize, contain and respond to different scenarios.
	The assessment will also identify existing emergency services within the Project Area and describe where construction and operational activities have the potential to affect the delivery of emergency services. 
	Potential mitigation approaches:
	Engineering safeguards (eg. secondary containment for tanks, vapour control and capture);
	• 

	Operational procedures (eg. maintenance, training, on site traffic control);
	• 

	Engagement and agreements with local emergency service providers on the development of an Emergency Response Plan and the provision of training;
	• 

	CP Community Emergency Planning Guide – A guide to assist local emergency organization to plan and respond to incidents and to supplement the Emergency Response Plan; and
	• 

	CP Integrated Contingency Plan – Emergency Preparedness and Response – Primary response tool, explains the framework and procedures in place to CP’s operations to respond to emergencies.
	• 


	Transportation
	Transportation

	Round 1 – What we heard: 
	Round 1 – What we heard: 
	Concerns about:
	• 

	an increase in local vehicle and truck traffic
	 
	–

	an increase in train traffic and impacts to local roadways
	 
	–

	increased wait times for vehicles on adjacent roads
	 
	–

	Questions about road design and impacts to local intersections
	• 

	Comments about capacity of supporting transportation infrastructure
	• 


	Efficient vehicle and traffic movement on local roads in proximity to the Project Area is important to residents and business that use the local and regional road network. Proposed project activities have the potential to affect local and regional transportation by causing temporary and permanent changes to vehicle volumes, levels of congestion, traffic patterns and property access. 
	Efficient vehicle and traffic movement on local roads in proximity to the Project Area is important to residents and business that use the local and regional road network. Proposed project activities have the potential to affect local and regional transportation by causing temporary and permanent changes to vehicle volumes, levels of congestion, traffic patterns and property access. 
	Existing conditions:
	The existing road network surrounding the Project Area consists of a provincial highway, some major municipal roads and smaller rural municipal roads. There are also some multi-use pathways in the area for cycling and pedestrian use. In addition, there are a number of critical signalized intersections in the local community including at Lougheed Highway/Kennedy Road and Lougheed Highway/Harris Road that are currently experiencing traffic delays, especially during peak hours in the day. 
	Study objectives: 
	The key objectives are to determine the potential effects of the proposed project on conditions on the local and regional road network, and identify opportunities to mitigate such effects through:
	Confirming existing conditions on the local road network adjacent to the Project Area, including identifying areas of existing congestion;
	• 

	Confirming how proposed project operations will change traffic volumes on the local and regional road network for future forecasted years. 
	• 

	Identifying potential effects of the proposed project on active transportation infrastructure adjacent to the Project Area;
	• 

	Modelling how estimated traffic volumes will influence future conditions on local road networks (e.g., travel times and congestion); and 
	• 

	Estimating traffic associated with the construction phase of the proposed project.
	• 

	Potential mitigation approaches:
	Pending completion of the EEE, approaches to mitigate potential effects associated with transportation may include:
	Implementing robust traffic management plans during construction to reduce effects to local traffic;
	• 

	Optimizing traffic crossing signals in the area in time for proposed project operation; and
	• 

	Proactively communicating project-related road use with local community to avoid adversely affecting local traffic.
	• 
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	Engagement and regulatory timeline 

	Late 2020Public Engagement Round 1Public and Indigenous ConsultationCP Timeline2021Pre-Design and Consideration of Public InputCTA DecisionEarly 2023CP Final Investment Decision** subject to CTA application approval ** the CTAs public comment period is a minimum of 30 business days2024Detailed Design2026ConstructionLate 2021CTA Application Filing June 2021Public Engagement Round 22020PreparationLate 2021Application Completeness ReviewPre-ApplicationCTA Application ReviewPublic Comment**CTA DeliberationCTA D
	CP anticipates a multi-year planning and consultation process for the proposed CP Logistics Park: Vancouver. The input you provide during the community consultation process will be carefully considered as CP prepares its project design and submits its regulatory application to the . 
	CP anticipates a multi-year planning and consultation process for the proposed CP Logistics Park: Vancouver. The input you provide during the community consultation process will be carefully considered as CP prepares its project design and submits its regulatory application to the . 
	CTA

	CP will continue community and Indigenous engagement throughout 2021 and prior to the submission of CP’s regulatory application.
	CP anticipates the CTA review process will be initiated in 2021 with a potential decision expected sometime in 2022.
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	What is CP and what do we do?
	What is CP and what do we do?
	Incorporated in 1881, Canadian Pacific Railway was formed to physically unite Canada and Canadians from coast to coast. Today CP delivers rail transportation and transload solutions that connect North America and the world. By doing this safely and efficiently, CP creates long-term sustainable value for our shareholders and the broader economy. CP employs 12,000 railroaders across North America. Locally, CP has a long history of partnership with Pitt Meadows, having operated in the community since 1886.
	CP in the community: 
	CP celebrates with the community each year when the CP Holiday Train stops in Pitt Meadows, drawing thousands of residents. CP believes in giving back to the communities where it operates. In 2020, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, CP donated to foodbanks along its network and hosted a virtual concert in lieu of its regular Holiday Train program.
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	This discussion guide contains certain forward-looking 
	This discussion guide contains certain forward-looking 
	This discussion guide contains certain forward-looking 
	information and forward-looking statements (collectively, 
	“forward-looking information”) within the meaning of 
	applicable securities laws. Forward-looking information 
	includes, but is not limited to, statements concerning 
	expectations, beliefs, plans, goals, objectives, assumptions 
	and statements about possible future events, conditions, 
	and results of operations or performance. Forward-looking 
	information may contain statements with words or headings 
	such as “financial expectations”, “key assumptions”, 
	“anticipate”, “believe”, “expect”, “plan”, “will”, “outlook”, 
	“should” or similar words suggesting future outcomes. 
	This discussion guide contains forward-looking information 
	relating, but not limited to, the outcome of environmental 
	studies, First Nations and community engagement and 
	regulatory approval processes, the completion of the design 
	and construction of the CP Logistics Park: Vancouver in 
	accordance with its currently proposed design and timeline, 
	including with respect to its anticipated size and capabilities, 
	the anticipated impacts of the CP Logistics Park: Vancouver 
	on our business, our operations, priorities and plans, on the 
	environment and greenhouse gas emissions by us and third 
	parties, on the Canadian economy and perceptions by third 
	parties of Canada’s status as a global trade partner, and on 
	our anticipated financial and operational performance.

	The forward-looking information contained in this discussion 
	The forward-looking information contained in this discussion 
	guide is based on current expectations, estimates, projections 
	and assumptions, having regard to CP’s experience and its 
	perception of historical trends, and includes, but is not limited 
	to, expectations, estimates, projections and assumptions 
	relating to: foreign exchange rates, effective tax rates, land 
	sales and pension income; greenhouse gas emissions; North 
	American and global economic growth; commodity demand 
	growth; sustainable industrial and agricultural production; 
	commodity prices and interest rates; performance of our 
	assets and equipment; sufficiency of our budgeted capital 
	expenditures in carrying out our business plan; our ability to 
	complete our capital and maintenance projects, including 
	completion of the proposed CP Logistics Park: Vancouver in 
	accordance with the specifications and timelines anticipated; 
	applicable laws, regulations and government policies, 
	including required regulatory approvals; the availability and 
	cost of labour, services and infrastructure; market demand 
	for CP’s services; First Nations engagement; environmental 
	approvals; our ability to maintain our relationships with key 
	third parties; anticipated actions by third parties in response 
	to changes in our business, operations, priorities and plans; 
	and the satisfaction by third parties of their obligations to CP. 
	Although CP believes the expectations, estimates, projections 
	and assumptions reflected in the forward-looking information 
	presented herein are reasonable as of the date hereof, there 
	can be no assurance that they will prove to be correct.

	Undue reliance should not be placed on forward-looking 
	Undue reliance should not be placed on forward-looking 
	information as actual results may differ materially from those 
	expressed or implied by forward-looking information. By its 
	nature, CP’s forward-looking information involves inherent 
	risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to 
	differ materially from the forward looking information, 
	including, but not limited to, the following factors: changes 
	in business strategies; general North American and global 
	economic, credit and business conditions; risks associated 
	with agricultural production, such as weather conditions 
	and insect populations; the availability and price of energy 
	and agricultural commodities; the effects of competition 
	and pricing pressures; industry capacity; shifts in market 
	demand, including market demand for autos, agricultural 
	and energy commodities; changes in commodity prices; 
	uncertainty surrounding timing and volumes of commodities 
	being shipped via CP; inflation; geopolitical instability; 
	changes in laws, regulations and government policies, 
	including regulation of rates; changes in taxes and tax 
	rates; potential increases in maintenance and operating 
	costs; changes in fuel prices; uncertainties of investigations, 
	proceedings or other types of claims and litigation; labour 
	disputes; risks and liabilities arising from derailments; 
	transportation of dangerous goods; timing of completion of 
	capital and maintenance projects; currency and interest rate 
	fluctuations; regulatory approvals and timing of regulatory 
	approvals; results of engagement with First Nations and 
	other communities; effects of changes in market conditions 
	and discount rates on the financial position of pension plans 
	and investments; trade restrictions or other changes to 
	international trade arrangements; climate change; our inability 
	to complete the design and construction of the CP Logistics 
	Park: Vancouver in accordance with the specifications and 
	on the timelines anticipated; the failure by third parties to 
	respond to changes in our business, operations, priorities and 
	plans in the manner we anticipate or at all; and various events 
	that could disrupt operations, including severe weather, 
	such as droughts, floods, avalanches and earthquakes, 
	and cybersecurity attacks, as well as security threats and 
	governmental response to them, and technological changes. 
	The list of factors noted is not exhaustive. These and other 
	factors are detailed from time to time in reports filed by 
	CP with securities regulators in Canada and the United 
	States. Reference should be made to “Risk Factors” and 
	“Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition 
	and Results of Operations - Forward-Looking Information” in 
	CP’s annual and interim reports on Form 10-K and 10-Q.

	The forward-looking information contained in this discussion 
	The forward-looking information contained in this discussion 
	guide is made as of the date hereof. Except as required 
	by law, CP undertakes no obligation to update publicly or 
	otherwise revise any forward-looking information, or the 
	foregoing assumptions and risks affecting such forward-
	looking information, whether as a result of new information, 
	future events or otherwise.
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